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The following pages reflect the progress of the Select Committee towards the
development of a comprehensive manual on service in Narcotics Anonymous. This
material is the first revision of the original work in progress. This publication
reflects a continuing effort to provide the Fellowship opportunity to comment and
submit ideas on the draft as it is being developed. The Committee believes
strongly in this approach, involving the Fellowship in the process, and strongly
encourages members, groups, and service committees to review and input on this
latest draft.
Some of these chapters you will find quite familiar because only minor reVlSlons
were made to the original material published in 1985. Other chapters were
substantially revised and there arc three new chapters (One, Three, and Five)
included for the very first time. There is more extensive work to be done on each
chapter.
Each chapter was worked on separately as an individual piece of work rectifying
only obvious conflicts with other chapters. Any inconsistencies which exist will
need to be corrected before the Fellowsbip is offered an approval form of this
document. The Committee believes that not only do service committee have their
separate and primary responsibilities, but together they form a cohesive working
structure supportive of the whole. The Select Committee will be concentrating on
these particular efforts (tying up the loose ends) and reviewing the input from the
Fellowship, in the coming year.
It is important to reiterate that this is a work in progress. It is not in final form.
There are many parts of this work that are not included at this time such as forms,
diagrams, etc., that are being discussed as part of the eventual approval form. The
WSC Literature Committee has agreed to turn over the input they have been
collecting for the Trusted Servant's Resource Guide, for possible use in this
manual.

In July, 1987 the Select Committee will hold an open forum at the WSC workshop.
Members of the Fellowship will be able to comment directly to the Committee on
the enclosed material. Those members, groups, or service committees who are
unable to attend will be able to submit their input in writing to the Committee c/ o
the WSO, until December I, 1987. All of the input will be considered, equally and
fairly, for possible inclusion in the draft. This draft will then be presented to
WSC'88, which will then decide the appropriate course of action.
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A GUIDE TO SERVICE IN N.A.
FORWARD

A Guide to Service in Narcotics Anonymous is designed to assist members,
groups, and committees in fulfilling the primary purpose of Narcotics Anonymous.

As stated in our Fifth Tradition and implemented by our Twelfth Step. that
primary purpose is to carry the message to the addict who still suffers from the

disease of addiction.
disease that

otherwise

The N.A. message is that recovery is possible from this
is

progressive,

incurable,

and

fatat.

OUT

beautiful

Fellowship continues to grow and sustain our recovery because we freely give of
ourselves that which was so freely given to us through sharing and service.
Therefore, it is important that we understand how service has evolved and what
sharing and service really mean. All of us will come to our own understanding but
this guide is intended to provide tried and true methods forged in the pain and joy
of our experience.
The disease of addiction to drugs has claimed the lives of untold numbers
of people around the world since time began.

Addicts have been shunned and

despised, and left to their own misery and despair only to be institutionalized,
imprisoned, or die painful deaths.

The prospects for an addict's recovery were

dismal; they were seen as helpless without hope and rejected by society.
Thc early years of N.A. were hard times for our early members.

Many

relapsed and died; there were no longstanding interpretations of the Steps and
Traditions for guidance and no "old-timers" to seek out for their experience.
However, a few survived through working the Steps and applying the Traditions,
mainly by sharing with each other during and between meetings.
Gradually, one meeting became two meetings became three meetings.

At

first, the same members attended all meetings in eJtistence, and everyone helped
each other and knew what everyone else was attempting to do to carry the message.
Narcotics Anonymous evolved from the efforts of these addicts who saw hope for
escape from the pain of active addiction and its consequences. The changed lives
of hundreds of thousands of recovering addicts is a testament to the accuracy of
their vision, born in the depths of their own desperation.
However, as the number of meetings grew, members lost touch with each
other and unity as we know it today suffered. Since personal recovery depends on
N.A. unity, methods of communication and cooperation among the groups were
necessary. The therapeutic value of one addict helping another before, during, and

after

a meeting, called sharing, was still the most important tool, but something

had to be done to make that sharing possible on a larger scale and thus available to
more addicts.

The method that has evolved through the experience, strength, and

hope of those early members and their successors is what we call service.
For more history on the evolving service arms in Narcotics Anonymous, see
the chapters describing World Service Conference, World Service Office, and
others.
In the chapters that follow, we will explain service in its two forms:
personal service and general service. Personal service is the description we give to
the sharing exemplified in the therapeutic value of one addict helping another. As
the Fellowship grew, we mistakenly began to make too much distinction between
sharing and service. In reality they are merely different expressions with the same
goals in mind:

(I) to stay clean just for today through the Steps and Traditions

and (2) to carry the message that such recovery is possible to the still-suffering
addict. Therefore, neither is more important nor more spiritual than the other. We
have come to believe in both as gifts from a Higher Power.

We pray that our

experience as expressed in the pages that follow will guide you as you share and
serve.
We know now from the painful experiences and joyous successes of our
early members that we cannot share or serve unless we gain recovery through the
spiritual principles of our program.

~One

thing more than anything else will

defeat us in our recovcry.

This is an attitude of indifference or intolerance

toward spiritual principles."

All of these are vital, and principal among them for

the purpose of this Guide is the direction in the Twelfth Step and Fifth Tradition
to carry the message. This process starts with the individual member.
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CHAPTER ONE
THE N.A. MEMBER

Perhaps the very first commitment we are faced with is that of our own
membership, The first responsibility we have as members is, clearly and simply,
staying clean.

Once

we

have established

this

priority

by demonstrating a

continuing desire to remain clean, our responsibility broadens ever so slightly. We

begin to familiarize ourselves with the literature and the principles of recovery by
listening carefully while other members share. We seem to intuitively sense our
responsibility to be present at N.A. meetings for the chance to "be there" for

another addict who may need the empathy that only another addict can give. Then
comes the most important responsibility of our membership: preparing ourselves for
carrying the message of Narcotics Anonymous. Each and every member of our
Fellowship shares these responsibilities, even those with just a few clean days. Our
membership is a very precious gift, something never to be taken for granted.
The

individual

N.A. member

is the cornerstone of

all

N.A. service.

Everything we do in service as individuals, groups, and committees must be
motivated by the desire 10 carry the N.A. message to the addict who still suffers.
We need to serve with a grateful heart , expressing our gratitude by keeping and
honoring our commitments even when we personally do not believe we ha ve it in
us to do so. However, as will be discussed later in this Guide, we should take care
not

to overextend ourselves

with

multiple commitments.

Failing

to honor

commitments can be just as powerful a reaffirmation of low self -esteem as
honoring our commitments can be a vehicle of feeling worthwhile.
From the very beginning our ability to fulfill even the smallest commitment
gives us a feeling of accomplishment, a sense of purpose, something that very few
of us were able to capture while still using. This new sense of purpose gives us
direction and helps us to persevere through even the most troublesome times. We
come to understand there is a real value to our lives; we are clean and able to be
of service to others as a result of the N.A. Program and our individual commitment
to the principles thereof.
SERVICE

Service in its simplest form is the sharing of experience, strength, and hope,
the giving of oneself. This may be expressed by things we do or things we say.
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Taking the time to talk one on one with other members or newcomers, when
picking up after the meeting or setting up before. are just some of the first things
we do to be of service to ourselves and others. These early expressions of service
prepare us for later work on service committees and boards. For those of us who
have been privileged to serve NA, we must stress, how important sharing through
service has been and continues to be, in contributing to our personal recovery.
Service contributes to the growth of Narcotics Anonymous in a variety of
ways.

It is through our services that we communicate to society our experience as

a Fellowship and to one another the benefits of our different experiences so we
may improve our efforts. The Ninth Tradition,

~NA,

as such, ought never be

organized, but we may create service boards or committees directly responsible to
those they serve," provides for the service structure while protecting the integrity
of the group setting, so that powerful tool can concentrate its effof(s towards the
personal recovery of our members. The service structure brings our message within
reach of suffering addicts who may otherwise never hear it. It also provides
continuity

(Q

our efforts and, in most cases, enhances the personal recovery of

those who choose to get involved.
PERSQNA L SERVICE

The distinction between personal and general is necessary in order to
understand the nature of the responsibility involved with each. Personal service
begins as soon as our desire to stay clean is demonstrated by our staying clean.
Having spent time listening and sharing in meetings and becoming increasingly
aware of the N.A. community, the opportunity presents itself for us to assist others,
as well as ourselves, through some direct action.

Sharing one on one making

coffee, setting up chairs and tables, cleaning ashtrays, and cleaning up after the
meeting are just some of the things that we can begin to do early in our recovery
to contribute. This simple and basic form of personal service has provided many of
our members the opportunity to enhance their personal recovery.
The form of personal service members choose is not nearly as important as
making the decision to learn and practice spiritual principles by giving service.
When we serve for no other reason than for the joy of giving, there is something
inside of us that begins to stir. It is a bond of understanding, perhaps for the first
time in our lives, that we belong, that we feel a part of something. Many times we
have seen members who have been reluctant to get involved in any capacity finally
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muster the courage to participate and then express the rewards they received in
doing so. We find there is another aspect of these initial efforts that we experience
as we perform our personal service. We become an example for others and inspire
them to contribute also. We are giving away. without realizing, what has so freely
been given to us.
We have learned

from

years of experience

that

there is a

binding

relationship between personal service and the development of a spiritual program
of the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of Narcotics Anonymous.

This

relationship is strengthened by sharing one's experience and hope with others.
Chairing a meeting, speaking, and even sponsorship are a few of the ways our
members have found to be important to the ongoing recovery process.

Personal

service is the foundation of the total service experience and has provided many of
us with lasting and profound rewards.
Sponsorship is a very obvious and important form of personal service that
requires mentioning.

We bclieve that sponsorship is one aspect of "the therapeutic

value of one addict

helping another" that "is

without parallel."

Through

sponsorship, we have a chance to share with those we sponsor the important role
scrvice has played in our individual recovery.

We often suggest to those we

sponsor to get involved in personal service with the same conviction that we place
on abstinence, attendance at N.A. meetings, and attempts at contact with a Higher
Power. All these are related for us.

For more on this important form of personal

service see N.A.'s other publications that discuss sponsorship.
Another responsibility that is often omitted when discussing personal
service concerns the self-supporting part of our Seventh Tradition:

"Every N.A.

group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining outside contributions."

Most of

us feel privileged to serve N.A. by contributing our fair share, or t y otherwise
donating to the Fellowship.

While none of us can "buy our recovery" or excuse

ourselves from other forms of service by making cash contributions, nevertheless
our groups, boards, and committees, need funds in order to continue carrying the
N.A. message.

We, as individual members, must search our hearts and contribute

what we can afford to provide our services. Most of us would have nothing at all,
let alone money, if it were not for Narcotics Anonymous.

By contributing

financially. we perform another valuable service and help make all levels of
service from group to area to region to world possible.

After all, our experience

has shown that whatever we are able to give will be returned again and again. In
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this way, we participate in our recovery and express our gratitude by contributing
to the success of N.A. worldwide.
As individual members, we all need to understand all of N.A.'s principles,
including the Twelve Traditions. Sometimes, particularly in the early development
of a local Fellowship, interest in learning about the traditions is low.

Often they

are seen as a source of controversy rather than the ties that bind us together and
tools to resolve conflicts experienced by the groups and their members.

Part of

serving Narcotics Anonymous is learning the Traditions and their applications.
When we hear a new member

remark that the Traditions are not important, we

know nothing is further from the truth.

While teaching each other the spiritual

principles underlying the Traditions, it is important that we lovingly explain them
and not address those who may be less versed in the Traditions as "violators" or
with negative or coarse overtones. None of us wish to hurt the Fellowship which
saved our lives, but until we gain an understanding of the Traditions we may make
some mistakes in our zeal to give back what was so freely given to us.
Working the steps provides the basis for our recovery and frees us from the
bonds of our addiction to carry the message.
"stayed clean

While some of us have felt that we

on service," our experience has shown

that service is not a

replacement for recovery meetings or otherwise neglecting the remaining steps.
Those of us who have tried Step One and Twelve recovery have learned through
pain that we can only give away what we have and that we have much less to give
if we do not work all twelve of the steps of N.A. Reeovery·oriented service seems
to work better than serviee-oriented recovery.

GENERAl, SERVICE
In principle, general service is an extension of personal service.
services are those activities we do as

members of a

General

committee, board, or

subcommittee, and is usually performed after being elected or appointed to a
position within the N.A. service structure.

General services exist primarily to

carry the N.A. message where it is impossible or impractical to do so at the group
level. The N.A. group has proven to be the most successful vehicle to carry our
message to the addict that still suffers.

It should remain free to concentrate its

efforts in the business of recovery and allow the business of the Fellowship to be
handled by the appropriate service committees. Our general services have proven to
be the practical method to present the Narcotics Anonymous program to the
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general public and unify Fellowship-wide service efforts. This unified approach
has contributed greatly to our success, past and present.
When we first examine our general services, many of us questioned what
~N.A.,

seemed to be a contradiction with our Ninth Tradition that says,

as such,

ought never be organized, but we may create service boards or committees directly
responsible to those they serve.- The first part of the Tradition cautions us about
two things: the N.A. groups should never be unduly belabored with beauracratic
red tape and the creation of governing bodies, who may assume authority over one
another. The second part of the Tradition provides the method we are to assume to
be able to bring our message within reach of all who desire it. It goes further to
explain that the creation of "service" boards or committees is possible only through
the authority of the groups and that these boards and committees are made up of
trusted servants guided by the spirit to serve N.A.

When individuals serve

repeatedly in the same general service position, (usually more than two consecutive
termsO, our Fellowship becomes too organized, and we are usually placing their
personality before our principle of rotating leadership.

It also reminds us to

follow a system of rotating leadership giving those who are willing the opportunity
to serve also. As we ean sec, these two distinctions don't conflict, but compliment
each other and provide the frame-work for our worldwide service structure.
Examples of our general service include committees and boards for public
information, policy, phonelines, hospital and institutions, activities, conventions,
and literature. All of our service boards and committees have separate and distinct
functions but are collectively parts of the whole N.A. service structure.
Going directly into general service with little experience in applying
spiritual principles to our new lives rrequently leads to frustration and difficulties.
In areas of the world where N.A. is new, newcomers are frequently pressed into
service early.
local

While this is Dot ideal , it is often unavoidable.

Fellowship grows,

responsibilities.

members

with

longer clean

time

However, as the
should

share the

We do not imply a chronological caste system or that quantity

always implies quality.

Our mistakes have simply proven time and again that we

often jeopardize an individual's recovery by electing him or her to a position they
are not experienced enough to deal with.

We can all think of occasional

exceptions, but the clean time guidelines as mentioned later speak for the
experience of our members.
Trusted servants should begin to learn general service at the group level
after experience with personal service.

This gives them understanding of the
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group and prepares them for area service.

Members might serve in different

capacities on the area level (GSR, Subcommittee Chair, etc.) one at a time over
several years.

This is good preparation for service at the regional level.

During

service for the region the member is exposed to world-level service with more
direct contact.

This chain of experience enhances the quality of service of our

world-level trusted servants.

At the end of this chapter we speak of experienced

members having a perspective about N.A. acquired from the continuous practicing
of N.A. principles in their lives.

Part of that vision is acquired through service

experience.
This brings us to another consideration of the individual N.A. member in
service.

When we serve in any capacity, we must remember our relationship to

N.A. as a whole. Trusted servants can usually understand their relationship to the
Fellowship immediately surrounding them, but it is sometimes more difficult to
understand their relationship to N.A. as a whole. The N.A. Fellowship is not just
our

local group, area, or regional committee, it is a worldwide Fellowship, made

up of hundreds of thousands of members, thousands of groups, and hundreds of
service committees.

When

we as individual

members participate in

service

committees we need to remind ourselves of how we fit into the whole and if our
actions are a reflection of N.A. principles. We are many addicts who together will
impact a great number of people. It is our individual responsibility to every other
member to insure this impact is a positive one. When we are able to present the
perspective of our common welfare in our service commitments instead of just our
own, N.A. is truly served and our message is clear and precise. We should always
take great care when we participate in general service committees to work together
for our common good.
No matter what the type of service the work must be done in a spirit of
mutual trust and respect. These principles are the cornerstone of our service efforts
and are discussed more fully in Chapter Three. It is also important to remember to
keep things simple and not take on more than we can handle.
There are many reasons that we stress the importance of the qualifications
for service positions writtcn into this guide, perhaps, the most important being our
experience. In recommending the qualifications presented, we have been diligent in
trying not to place limits on our participation. These qualifications are simply
what has worked best. If and when we consider waiving these Qualifications, we
ought not let the successful exceptions we have seen give us excuses to continue to
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allow the exceptions to become the standard.

If we follow these guidelines

with

God's help, all will be well. Here are examples of what we mean.
THE PITFALLS OF GENERAL SERVICE
This guide contains wording of a different nature than previous N.A.
service manuals.

Prior manuals made considerable use of [he word suggested in

reference to qualifications for service positions.

Because the Fellowship was very

young in clean time in most areas, it was not possible to have "requirements" that
met the ideal. So most times the qualifications were ignored or impossible to meet.
What happened, however, was that orten ignoring the suggestions continued after
the necessity for doing so had passed.

It became a

habit to elect relative

newcomers to positions of secretary, Group Service Representative (GSR), treasurer
and even area and regional service positions.

Often we treated elections like a

joke by giving it to a newcomer who was too new to know what he/she was getting
into or electing someone who was absent or late.

We did not take the time to

search out our more experienced members.
Serving concurrently with these members, new

in recovery, were the

overloaded, overextended, and over-committed members.

These willing people

often got used to doing many dirrerent service duties at one time.

They were

taught to never to say no to an N.A. commitment and did so without regard to
doing just their fair share. When they had a year or less clean, they were
responsible at the group level. They were then elected to perform tasks at the area
level while maintaining group responsibilities.

Sometimes a regional position (or

two or three) was added to the first two commitments.

Being visible to the local

fellowship through service, they were naturally asked to share often and to sponsor
at least several people. They took on all of these responsibilities at the same time
out of genuine concern and willingness.
Usually these commitments to N.A. service occur along with growth in the
member's personal life. A job, relationships, and such become possible and happen.
These personal things are usually new, frightening, and require nurturing while we
learn to apply spiritual principles to them.

Debts are taken on; the natural desire

to socialize occurs. So we have a person relatively new to N.A. trying to handle a
half dozen or more new situations, N.A. and personal. But these people have their
hands too full and begin to cut corners. Often they miss recovery meetings so that
they can maintain service commitments, work, and to be with their family.
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are hesitant to give up any responsibility. feeling that would signify failure.

So

they struggle along, doing many tasks but each of them increasingly inadequately.
Often they strain their work and family relationships to the point where
they are threatened or even lost. Service commitments are also inevitably broken,
and that hinders the Fellowship as a whole in our effort to carry the message.
Often program money entrusted to servants gets mismanaged.

All of these things

can back us into a corner that we may not come out of clean.

Newcomers,

associating the trusted servant's resulting turmoil to his or her service involvement,
often become disillusioned because they cannot understand the difference between
commitment and overload.

For these reasons, we stress the Qualifications in this

guide so tha t they are not ignored as suggestions were.
Along these lines, we believe each N.A. member should participate in
personal service.

Further, all members should continue to attend

meetings

regularly, especially the home group. However, as to general service commitments,
only one position at one time should be the standard. For example, a GSR would
not accept a chairmanship of an Area Service Committee (ASC) subcommittee
while serving as a GSR.

He would participate in an ASC subcommittee because

that is onc function of being a GSR, but not as chairperson.
An area officer should not accept a position at the group, area, or regional
level unless his current term of office was due to expire.

A Regional Service

Representative (RSR) or regional officer would not serve at the world level as an
elected chairman. Again, the exception exists where service at one level is part of
a servant's responsibility at another level.

But on the other hand, it is very

important not to resign one commitment in order to take another. This provides a
bad example and weakens the continuity of our service structure by

failing to

fulfill the commitment made to those members who have entrusted us to complete
our obligations ..

A LIVING EXAMPI.E
Among the most accurate statements about our trusted servants is that
effective leaders in N.A. are those who "lead by example."

Good leaders are

members who have a solid foundation in the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions
and practice them diligently in their own lives.

When some problem arises in a

service committee, they speak humbly and clearly about the issue in relation to the
N.A. principles that seem most applicable, allow all others to do the same, and then
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abide by tile decisions of group conscience on the matter.

Group conscience

becomes a hollow principle if we only follow it when it agrees with our point of
view.

If the decision is accepted gracefully,

our principles are such that if a

wrong decision is made, that will become obvious soon enough, and a good leader
is ready to be helpful without being smug when it is decided to reconsider.
A member who is living a life based in the program, and who is diligent in
reading and listening about NA, develops a vision of the spiritual whole of the
Fellowship.

This vision is always limited by our humanness, but most of us can

think of at least a few people in N.A. who always seems to see the broader picture.
Such people seem to have an uncommon ability for sensing the outcome of a
particular situation.

Let us never forget who they are in each local N.A.

community, and continue to seek their guidance as we grow.

However, we should

not put them on a pedestal or in a position of infallibility since this is unfair to
them and the rest of the Fellowship.
We have found that the best way to gain the respect of our group and for
our personal or general service is to practice the principles of N.A. in all our
affairs.

The Fellowship embraces

turns to them for guidance.

the influence of such people, and willingly

Leaders in N.A. do not need to wrestle with the

Fellowship for authority, rather they are freely given the privilege of enriching
group decisio ns by virtue of the integrity of their recovery and their commitment
to N.A. principles.
The pages that follow give an explanation of the current service structure
as it has evolved since 1953. However, without the participation of the individual
member, the rest of this guide is meaningless.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS GROUP
The earliest experiences of recovering addicts proved that staying off drugs
through individual effort may have been possible, but was not probable. The most
practical and Quickly-found solution was the establishmen t of regular gatherings of
addicts so that they could all benefit at one time through sharing with each other.
However, getting a bunch of recovering addicts together at one time to do
anything, especially in an orderly manner, has never been an easy task.

The best

answer seemed to be to borrow something from the experience of others.
The result was the formation of the group. The first groups lacked a little
of the decorum and organization that we find in N.A. groups today. but through
trial and tribulation, they gradually became stronger, and addicts found recovery.
We share the benefits of this experience with you in an attempt to be helpful to
N.A. members involved in service at the group level.
When starting an N.A. group, we have found that it is essential to maintain
consistency and perseverance.
meeting.

Most groups are started because an addict needs a

For example, an N.A. member may move to a city where there are no

N.A. meetings yet. Sometimes members start meetings because they wish to attend
a meeting on a particular night or in an area near to their homes. In each of these
cases as well as in all other circumstances, when a meeting is started--even if it is
only by one person--that person must be prepared to keep the doors open even if
no one else shows up.

This lesson was learned through repeated experiences and

still holds true today. Many of our meetings have started this way, and thousands
of addicts are alive and clean today because one person made and kept the
commitment to have the N.A. door open when addicts reached out for help.
Therefore, if a meeting is scheduled to begin at 8:00, it is very important that the
group's trusted servants come early so that the meeting does take place at the
scheduled time.
In some cases, when a meeting is first started, no one shows up except the
member who started the meeting.

In this situation, it may be helpful to do some

basic public information work, but above all, keep the door open, make some
coffee and study from the N.A. Basic Text. It is often helpful to put up notices or
announcements in places where other addicts might see them.

Newspapers and

bulletin boards are common places these notices can be found.

Do not be

discouraged jf your new meeting seems to have a rocky start. Put up more notices
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and come back the next week . Do it over and over again until other addicts begin
coming to the meeting--and they will come. There have been many examples cited
by members of our Fellowship where meetings have been kept open for up to a
year with only one or two regular members.

Then, for no apparent reason, the

rooms suddenly filled with people seeking recovery.

Many of these groups now

report quite a few years' experience with successfully carrying the message of
recovery .
If two or more addicts join together to start a meeting, the task may be

easier and more comforting than when one individual takes on the job alone. But
it still requires the same dedication and consistency.

With two or more addicts,

decisions need to be made by the group rather than by an individual.
promotes an acceptance of unity and an application of the Traditions.

This
Unity

within the Fellowship is important and can be developed or maintained only
through the association of one addict with another. This can be on an individual
basis but it conveys a stronger understanding if it can be in the setting of a
meeting.
In the paragraphs above the words "group· and "meeting" have been used
interchangeably.

The

terms "meeting" and

"group" have

evolved

to

have

synonymous meanings in some areas in the Fellowship. while in others the two
words convey different meanings.

Although some areas of the Fellowship have

found it convenient to determine that a group can be two addicts meeting on a
regular schedule, in other places the meeting of two addicts on a regular basis
would be called a meeting, but not a group.

In order to avoid confusion and to

encourage a more common understanding, the term "group" generally refers to two
or more individual members who meet regularly at a specified time and place to
share their recovery. That regular event is known as an N.A. meeting.
Using this understanding, a difference can be drawn between a meeting and
a group.

A meeting is essentially the gathering together of two or more member

addicts for the purpose of practicing the principles of N.A., and is the primary
activity of an N.A. group.

While it is expected that members of a group will all

attend their meeting, they may also attend meetings of other groups.

It is from

this understanding that the concept of a home group has evolved.
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THE HOME GROUP AND ITS MEETING
Choosing and supporting a home group is an important part of recovery. A
home group allows us to have an anchor each week where we can really get to
know the people, and they can really get to know us.

A home group should be a

group that yOll are comfortable with and whose meeting you will attend regularly.

Each N.A. member should make a decision to support a particular group on a
weekly basis.

We call this group our "home group" because it suggests a place

where we fit in and belong. We have made a commitment to that group. and if we
are absent for some reason, we will be missed.

This is a real benefit to our

recovery. It helps us in making a commitment to the N.A. Program and teaches us

about responsibHity and consistency.

Someone once said "the only good reason to

miss your home group's meeting is a death in the

family--yours!~

This statement

may seem a bit extreme, but it highlights the importance of regular attendance at
your home group meetings.

To get a home group, a member simply gives their

name to the secretary. Many groups maintain a small rile box with an index card
for each member.
date.

This provides information about the person's name and clean

The information is used for commemorating clean time.

Many groups

prepare birthday cakes and / or present commemorative medallions as a means of
celebrating recovery .
Having a home group is also important when voting on matters that affect
the area, region and N.A. Fellowship as a whole.

All recovering addicts who

consider themselves members of the group and attend that group regularly, may
vote on matters which aHect that group and when that group votes on matters
affecting the rest of the Fellowship. These may include approving new literature,
suggesting or approving actions for Arca, Region or World Service Committees, or a
variety of other questions which come before the group. In the interest of equity,
each member votes only in their home group.
Although Narcotics Anonymous is not built on the democratic principle
found in the one man-one vote concept of voting, there is an application of that
concept in the spiritual development of group conscience.

A loving God will

express Himself through group conscience and every membcr should have an equal
opportunity to allow that to happen through their own participation.

For one

member to vote more often than once in the gathering of a group conscience is to
believe that God needs help in speaking through that member by virtue of some
special knowledge by that member. If we feel that an issue is so important that we
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must votc more than once, we are not trusting in a God of our understanding. To
act in this way places the member in opposition to the acceptance of a Higher
Power described in the Second Step.
The difficulty over the distinction between Mgroup" and "meeting" arose in
part from situations where a small N.A. community or in a remote area or town
wanted more than one meeting, but didn't want to have the headache of having
two, three or more sets of officers and the necessary business meetings for each
group. While on one hand there is no specific desire to force autonomous groups to
conform and thereby believe that groups are no longer autonomous, the issue does
have Fellowship-wide impact.
The lack of common practice has caused controversy and conflict when
these practices are carried with addicts who subsequently move to an area where
the practice is different.

The controversy also involves the development of group

conscience, fellowship conscicnce and participation at Area Service Committees.
In a typical situation an Area Service Committee found the conflict arose
when it attempted to define its membership.

Some parts of the area chose to

believe Area Service Committee membership was based on the number of groups
with Group Service Representatives, while other parts felt that each group. even if
it sponsored several meetings could us one Group Service Representative, and

should be allowed to have a vote for each meeting.

The extension of this

controversy can be seen when it comes to developing a fellowship-wide conscience.
Unless

there

is

a

universally

applied

approach,

some

will

exercise

a

disproportionate influence in the mailer of Fellowship conscience.
The solution of this issue rests in application of common understanding that
the words are not synonymous and that groups are the basic element of Fellowship
structure and that each group sponsors one meeting.
It may be necessary for a short time for a group to sponsor more than one

meeting, while a second group is developed.

In this manner, the supporting group

gets the meeting on it's feet, helps with the procedures of electing officers of the
new group and then returns to the management of its own affairs. The new group
then operates on its own.

Several months should be a reasonable time for this

divide and build system of starting new meetings and groups.
A home group also encourages the group to practice the principle of the
Seventh Tradition.

The Seventh Tradition observed at the group level keeps the

group self supporting by providing funds to pay for the meeting hall, purchase
coffee or other refreshments. maintain a supply of N.A. literature for public
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information purposes and for any addict who desires it.

Customarily, most

literature, including meeting directories, various informational pamphlets (IP'S),
and "The Little White Book" are free to newcomers. This is not a hard and fast
rule; rather it is just another way in which the principles of Step Twelve and
Tradition Five--"carrying the message·--is practiced.
The Seventh Tradition is not a directive to individuals in order to Qualify
for membership in the Fellowship.

Quite often newcomers are asked not to

contribute, because we are all aware that financial security was not one of our
assets when we first walked through the doors of N.A. On the other hand, in order
to maintain a regular meeting place, meet our obligations. and remain free from
outside influences. the Seventh Tradition at the Home Group level is one of thc
foundations upon which we build an atmosphere of recovery.
Most groups find that using key tags or ships to celebrate clean time is a
good incentive system for new members and old members alike.

By using the

Home Group concept and encouraging members to celebrate their anniversary dates
in the Home Group, a strong bond is developed that strengthens the commitment to
total abstinence.
An important consideration in this matter is that a member of a group not
have an office or position in another group. This defeats the understanding and
purpose of the Home Group concept described above.
BUiLDING A STRONG MEETING
N.A. is a personal and spiritual program of recovery, therefore a personal
experience. Life stories, and / or N.A. principles or N.A. general information should
be the main topics at our meetings. You may find the following suggestions, which
were derived from our collective experience, helpful to your group. Meetings often
take on a character reflective of the members who attend the meeting.

Some

meetings are boisterous, while others are Quietly serious; some meetings are short,
while others are long. Although there is no perfect time length for meetings, those
which follow an established schedule and time limitation are usually the most
successful.

The meeting leader and secret3TY should try to keep the meeting on

schedule. It should start on time and end on time.
Each group makes its own decisions concerning when and where the group
will meet, as well as the format of the meeting and a wide range of other Questions
that will come up. This how the group exercises its autonomy as expressed by the
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Fourth Tradition,

~

Each group should be autonomous, except in matters affecting

other groups, or N.A., as a

whole.~

The meeting format chosen by the group will

most likely reflect the particular needs of its members.

These needs will be

determined by the size of the group, the clean time of the members, as well as the
level of support the group receives in it's area or region. A group just forming in
an isolated area where no N.A . community has ever been established might opt for
a "participation" format which allows for every addict to share his or her recovery
with others in the meeting. Another very helpful format is the "Basic Text Study"
in which the members read from conference approved N.A. literature and discuss
how they apply the material in their lives. As the group evolves and it's members
gain some clean time, the need to discuss and study the Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions becomes more apparent.
The group may then either change or expand it's format to include a "step
and / or tradition study," or it's members may decide to start a second meeting. In
an area or region where many meetings are available, meeting formats are often
varied.

Among the most common are:

"participation meetings," "step and/ or

tradition studies: "Basic Text studies," "speaker meetings," "half-speaker/ halfparticipation meetings," "Question & answer" or any combination of the above.
Whatever format your group decides upon, it is helpful for the group secretary to
type up a standard format so that all the group's members may become familiar
with it.

A standard format helps the group develop an identity and is also very

helpful for the various members who are chosen from week to week to lead the
meeting. With a typed format to follow, even the group's most Quiet member may
contribute something without feeling it necessary to have a vast experience from
which to draw.
Experience has shown that the same basic organization for the group works
in almost any place a group is started. We have also found that new groups which
pattern themselves according to the commonly-utilized formats are the most
successful.

Perhaps one reason for this is that groups can learn from the

experience of those who have come before them and avoid many of the mistakes
made by their for erunners.
meetings in distant areas.

It is also true that many addicts travel and attend

Because recovering addicts know that their very lives

depend upon N.A., they may react quite forcefully if a great deal of difference is
perceived in the N.A. meetings.

Therefore, following the tried-and-true methods

seems to work out best for all.
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Coffee alone or coffee with refreshments are nice ways of welcoming
newcomers to N.A. meetings. For many addicts, a hot cup of coffee is a reassuring
sign that they arc welcome, safe and comfortable in the N.A. meeting.
become an

This may

important aspect of the meeting and should not be overlooked.

However, we must be careful to see that it is handled appropriately. Do not let the
coffee break become a coffee hour.

Coffee and other refreshmen ts, when made

available and used properly, encourage people to socialize and get to know each
other better.

It also allows members who have been clean awhile to introduce

themselves and offer support and phone numbers to the newcomers who have been
identified during th e meeting.

We can all remember when we first came to N.A.

how frightened we were, how alone we felt, and how we welcomed that initial
smile or extended hand. When we utilize a coffee break to share our recovery with
a newcomer, it becomes a small but vital function of a group's primary purpose. It
is the li ving pra c tice of the principle of attraction, and one of the doors which was
opened to allow us to "keep coming back,"
Another important point is that we use only Narcotics Anonymous literature
in our meetings. This is another principle so simple that we sometimes overlook it.
There is a we:tlth of written material available today from a variety of sources.
There are prayer books, self-help books, books for addicts, books for alcoholics--the
list is almost endless. However, when we are tempted to use non-N.A. literature in
our meetings, we must bear in mind the Sixth Tradition which warns against
implied or direct endorsements.

To use outside literature is to endorse and lend

the N.A. name to that publication or organization and it diverts us from our
primary purpose--sharing the message of recovery with addicts. It stands to reason,
therefore, that N.A. funds should never be used to purchase non N,A. literature.
Buying, selling and using literature, other than our own, at any level of service,
implies affiliation with others and violates the spirit of our Twelve Traditions.
N.A. meetings are conducted by addicts for addicts.
many might think it unnecessary to be stated.

This sounds so simple

However, our Fellowship

faces

constant pressure to open the doors to membership for people with a great number
of difficulties other than drug addiction. It is a compliment to our members and
our groups when others with different problems want to join us.

It is our

recovery--the application of the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions--which
attracts them.
stake.

We cannot be misled by this flattery though;

our recovery is at

We cannot allow ourselves to be divcrted from the singlc purpose of

Narcotics Anonymous. It is this singleness of purpose, recognizing that we cannot
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be all things to all people, which strengthens N.A. and gives us integrity.

Those

with other problems such as gambling, overeating, emotional problems and the like,
can and do find help by adaPting the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions to their
specific problems.
An important aspect of the need to keep N.A. to the singleness of our
purpose is so that addicts who come to their first meeting can relate, and can
identify with the others at the meeting. This is a vital point among addicts.

We

need to find others like ourselvcs, others who have been through what we have and
can understand our feelings and experiences.

A meeting that becomes distracted

from this does not provide that essence of welcome that an addict needs at the
first meeting. A meeting that moves away from o ur primary purpose and attempts
to meet the needs of those with other types of problems will begin to exclude the
addict from the new membership list.
If we keep in perspective when sharing that this is a personal a nd spi r itual
program of recovery, problems within the group will be minimized.

An N.A.

meeting is not group therapy, nor is it a gossip session. Recovering addicts attend
meetings not on ly to share their experiences, but often to gain strength a nd hope
through listening to other members describe how they have handled seeming ly
hopeless situations through working the Twelve Steps.

In an atmosphere of

recovery, we often hear solutions applied to problems that we were unable to
figure out by ourselves.

A newcomer walking into a group doesn't need to hear

how many problems we've been through today; they know enough of the problems
already.

MEETING LOCATIONS
Although many

meetings have started in private residences,

years of

experience have shown that it is best to move the meeting as soon as possible to a
public meeting place.

In some cities there are zoning ordinances that prohibit

meetings in residential areas.

Also, neighbors frequently object to the increasing

number of parked cars and strangers coming around. Therefore, meetings in public
places are generally more successful and have fewer problems.

There are a great

number of organizations and public agencies that ha ve room where meetings can be
held.

It may require some effort on the part of the group to find a good meeting

place, but they are available.

Check with nonprofit organizations, fraternal

groups, public and private schools and governmental agencies.
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In keeping with our Seventh Tradition, it is important that we pay our way
for places where we meet. In some places a percentage of the collection or a fixed
monthly donation is acceptable. Other organizations, especially small churches, can
be compensated by some service such as typing, painting, gardening, etc.

In some

cases, donating N.A. literature may be more beneficial than a monetary donation.
In order to maintain a good relationship with your landlord, always leave the
meeting place clean and orderly.

This includes putting chairs away, emptying

ashtrays and wiping up any spilled coffee. Try to leave the room in as good shape
or better than you found it.
There are two different types of regular N.A. meetings:

open and closed.

Open meetings are just that··anyone is welcome. Very often, families and friends
of addicts may be curious about the N.A. Program and wish to accompany a
recovering addict to a meeting.

Addicts may also wish to invite family members

and friends to attend a meeting when they are celebrating increments of clean
time.

Closed meetings, however, are for addicts and those may think they have

drug problem only. There are times when addicts choose to attend meetings where
they know their anonymity will be closely safeguarded.

They may wish to share

particular experiences which would not be appropriate in an open meeting.

It is

always wise to indicate in the local mecting directory which meetings are open and
which are closed.

We do not ever like to turn someone away from a meeting.

Therefore. these embarrassing situations can be avoided if non·members are
informed at an early stage which meetings are open to the public. Regardless of
the type of meeting, participati on is limited to addicts only.
Care must be exercised
facilities,

public

rehabilitation.

buildings

and

when holding meetings in
in

faciHties

providing

hospitals, medical
drug

treatment

or

There may be regulations established by the facility that infringe

on the free exercise of the Twelve Traditions.

For example, perhaps a meeting

place is available in a room at a hospital but the hospital has a requirement about
who may attend the meeting. They may state that no prior patient may attend the
meeting unless they have been clean for a certain period of time, or that patients
discharged for unsuccessful completion of their program cannot attend the meeting.
A facility may mandate their patients to attend the N.A. meeting, or addicts may
also be prevented from attending if they are under the influence of any drug.
Requirements such as these would conflict with the Third Tradition of N.A. which
states that "the only requirement for membership is a desire to stop using." In such
cases, or similar situations where the facility imposes rules or regulations, certain
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admonitions apply.

We do not want to cause problems for the facility nor do we

want to violate any of the Twelve Traditions.

Therefore, a meeting in a facility

such as the example cited above would be classified as a -Hospitals and Institutions
(H&I) meeting:

These meetings are not regular Narcotics Anonymous meetings.

They are coordinated through an area or regional hospitals and institutions
subcommittee and are considered an activity or the committee.
The distinction between regular N.A. meetings and H&1 meetings is an
important one to make because most area service committees exclude H&1 meetings
from voting at area service committee meetings. Inasmuch as they are considered
activities of a committee rath er than regular meetings, they do not have the usual
officers, including a group service representative. So caution should be exercised
when starting a meeting in a facility that restricts our members from a complete
exercise of our Twelve Traditions.
TRUSTED SERVANTS OF THE GROUP
In order to encourage the atmosphere necessary to recovery, successful
groups generally utilize the following trusted servants: Secretary, Treasurer, Group
Service Representative (GSR), and Group Service Representative-A lternate.

For

cond ucting meetings many groups select a Chairperson and/ or a Discussion Leader.
Each of these trusted servants have separate responsibilities but they work together
as a team.
Without doubt the primary purpose of Narcotics Anonymous is to carry the
message that addicts can recover from the disease of addiction. There are, however,
some important by-products of this purpose.

Among them is the development of

skills, attitudes and personal tools thai help us return to a productive role in
society. This process of group supported self improvement can result from being a
trusted servant.

When selecting the trusted servants for our groups, this self

improvement objective can be kept in our thinking and may be one of the reasons
a certain individual is elected or appointed to serve in a particular position. Care
must be exercised, however. to maintain a balance in the leadership of each group
so that th ere are always some with co nsiderable clean time and service experience
along with those new to service.
When new groups are formed or when there is a rapid growth

in

membership. some trusted servants will be selected with relatively little clean time
or service experience.

New officers should be elected every twelve months.
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order to accommodate a smooth transition, many groups install their officers two
months after they are elected. This gives the new officers time to more fully learn
their new responsibilities.

Some groups stagger the election of officers, holding

elections for the Secretary and Group Service Representative six months away
from

the regular election

for the Treasurer and Alternate Groups Service

Representative or some other combination.

With these new leaders extra effort

should be exercised to provide them with the best and most experienced help and
guidance. The Quality of our meetings and therefore our recovery can be affected
by how the group is managed and the meetings conducted.
Of particular caution should be those trusted servants who will be
responsible for the group's money. Both early and later in recovery, the temptation
to use the group's money is always present. The procedures adopted by the group
in the actual handling or money can aid or hinder the temptations involved.

To

use procedures that encourage temptation is harmrul to the group and to the
growth or the individuals assigned these responsibilities.
Growth in personal characteristics and responsibility can be important
results or service and every group should encourage this opportunity ror every
member. An effort should be made to rotate the leadership and participation in an
orderly manner

so

that confidence in

the group and

trusted

servants is

strengthened.
Although at rirst one or two members may do all the work when a meeting
is first started, it is usually better in the long run to adopt the distribution or
duties outlined later in this chapter. Even ir the group is small, it is desirable to
have as many separate trusted servants selected as there are separate jobs to be
done. This helps to establish the rramework ror growth and helps to keep the work
load spread out and the trusted servants rrom getting burned out.

Every errort

must be exercised by the group to equally divide and share the responsibilities
necessary ror the runctioning of the group.

This permits every member the

necessary time and energy to devote to their own recovery--to study and apply the
steps in their personal lives.
The group's responsibility to provide an atmosphere for recovery should
include the existing members as well as the newcomer or the addict who just
stopped using that day.

No one person is responsible for keeping a group or

meeting alive. The trusted servants working together, determine how best to meet
the needs or the group.

The importance or working together is paramount.

We

must never rorget our failures at trying to stay clean alone. If the trusted servants
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do not work together for the benefit of the group, members will eventually wander
away and the group will die due to a lack of commitment and support.
The most successful groups provide opportunity for members of the group to
learn as much as possible about each of the trusted servant positions within the
group.

This can be done effectively by an openness and encouragement of each

existing trusted servant. This will prove to be an important aspect in the selection
and training of replacements for trusted servants.
Every effort should be exercised to have each trusted servant complete their
full term of office.

While this is not always possible, the continual change of

trusted scrvants undermines the strength of the group, threatens the confidence of
the members, and affects the quality of recovery gained from the group.
All N.A , groups should inform the World Service Office and area service
committee of the location, type and time of meeting, as well as the name and
address of the group service representative and group secreta r y.

In this way,

inclusion in the World Directory and local meeting directory can be maintained.

THE SECRETARY
The Secretary

is

the

backbone of

the group

and

carries

a

lot of

responsibility for the success of the group. The Secretary is primarily responsible
for the day·to·day activities of the group, such as when the meeting takes place,
selecting a leader or chairperson, etc.

Because of the importance of this service

position the best collective judgment should be exercised when selecting the
Secretary.
The Secretary is responsible for calling and chairing all regular and special
business (steering committee) meetings.

It is also the duty of the Secretary to

answer all correspondence in conjunction with the Group Service Representative.
The group's correspondcnce may include letters from ot her groups, conventions,
WSO, the landlord, public and private social or service agencies, mental health
groups, etc.

All of these things are important and sho uld not be taken lightly .

Without a good Secretary and other trusted servants, a group has little chance of
attracting new members or providing a positive atmosphere of recovery.
Thc Secretary makes the arrangements for celebrating N.A. birthdays. It is
helpful to keep a sufficient number of commemorative key tags and medallions on
hand . Some groups commemorate birthdays with special refreshments, such as a
cake. Frequently making these arrangements is the duty of the Secretary.
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The responsibilities of the Secretary make it important that in the selection
of the Secretary extensive clean time and service in the group be used as criteria
for nomination.

Unless there is not another member of the group with more time

and service experience able to do the job, a Secretary should be selected with not
less than two yea rs clean time and service experience.

THE TREASURER
The Treasurer is responsible f or the collection and distribution of the group
funds. Among these responsibilities are:
Pa yi ng the rent. The group's rent is usually determined by the landlord but
in some cases, such as a clubhouse or public facility, there ma y be other things that
ca n be done in lieu of payment of rent. The group conscience will be involved in
the decision related to paying rent, but the Treasurer is responsible when it does
involve payment of mone y.
Purchase supplies for the group such as coffee and refreshments, literature,
N.A. meeting directories. newsletters, the N.A Way Magazine, co mmemorative ke y
tags and medallions.
Pays

the

bills

for

the

group

and

forwards

to

the

Group

Service

Representative Seventh Tradition money that is to be donated to the area service
co mmittee .
Makes funds available to ot her offi ce rs or members for other purchases as
may be authorized or need ed such as envelopes and postage for correspondence, etc.
Makes and keeps financial records of the flow of funds both in and out of
the group.

Most Trea surers use a notebook or ledger so that the records can be

passed to the next treasurer. The Treasurer's Handbook can be obtained from the
World Service Office and provides guida nce on the details of how to perform all
of these responsibilities.

Usually group financial records a re made in duplica te

and the second se t of records kept by a nother trusted servant.

This protects the

Treasurer in th e event the re cord s are lost or if questions arise about the use or
now of fund s.
A check ing account ha s become almost essential for the management of
group funds.

A checking account makes transactions easier to perform and easier

to document.

The group Treasurer must always keep the group's mone y se parate

from personal funds.
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Experience learned over and over throughout the Fellowship has shown that
care must be exercised in the selection of a group Treasurer.

Unless there is

absolutely no other person available for this position, a member with less than two
years clean time and service experience is not elected as a Treasurer. A Treasurer
should have previously served as a Secretary and / or Group Service Representative·
Alternate.

Of course it is helpful if the Treasurer has good mathematical skills

and handles his/her own personal finances properly.

GROUP SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE (GSR)
As soon as you have a small number of regular members, elect or choose a
Group Service Representative.

The most important facet of this position is to be

the communicator for the group.

This duty requires the representative to provide

information to the group about what is happening in the rest of N.A. (at the area,
regional and world levels) and to keep the area informed about activities, strength
and problems of the group.

There is a tremendous amount of information and

experience to be shared through the proper exercise of responsibility of the
representative. The representative is a vital link that binds the groups together in
their common efforts to carry the message of recovery.
The Group Service Representative attends each meeting of the area service
committee and usually serves as a member of one subcommittee.

Through this

association the Representative is able to share what is happening in his group and
learn what is happening in others.
If the Representative cannot attend the area service committee meeting, it is
essential that the alternate attend.
unrepresented at that meeting.

If this is not accomplished then the group goes

This is not recommended because it harms the

FEllowship from the lack of communication and associating with other groups.
The Representative also attends the area service committee meetings to
express group conscience of his group.

The representative receives from the

Treasurer any funds that he is to take and give to the Treasurer of the area service
committee.

The Representative keeps the group informed each month of what

happened at the area service committee meeting, the needs of the area, and any
activities or subcommittees that have been started or need support.
The Representative usually discusses the progress and needs of their group
with members and trusted servants of other groups at the area service committee
meeting.

When the Group Service Representative is elected, notification of their
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address and name should be provided to the World Service Office in order to be
added to the NEWSLINE mailing list.
Because of the importance of the Representative to the group and the
Fellowship as a whole, special care should be exercised in their selection.

Unless

there is not another member of the group with more time and service experience, a
Representative should not be selected who has less than two years clean time and
service within the group.

It is particularly helpful if the person selected had

previousl y served a full year as an Alternate Group Service Representative.

GROUP SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE-ALTERNATE
The Group Service Re presentative has one of the most important and busy
jobs in the Fellowship_ With so man y activities going on that the Representative
needs to be aware of and involved with, our experience has shown the need for an
alternate representative to help carry the load. Accordingly when most groups get
large enough to have a full complement of officers an Altcrnate Group Service
Representative is also elected.
This mcmbers responsibilities 3re to attend the business meeting of the
group, attend meetings of the area service committee and serve as a member of an
area service subcommittee.

In order to gain the widest possible benefit from this

members participation and attendance at area service committee meetings and
subcommittees the Alternate should not serve on the same subcommittee that the
Representative serves.
Whcn the Representative is unable to attend the area service committee
meeting, the Alternate reprcscnts the group and has the responsibility to act for the
group in the Representatives absence.

In order to effectively do so, the Alternate

must be almost as well versed about what is going on at the area and within their
own group.

This clearly shows the necessity for the Alternate to take their job

seriously and be an active Alternate.
Because the Alternate usually becomes the next Representative, frequently
before the next regularly scheduled election, an effort sho uld be made to select an
Alternate with the same basic qualifications and experience as the Representative.
Unless there is absolutely not another member of the Group with more recovery
time and experience, an Alternate should not be selected who has less than two
years and served actively within the group at meetings.
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CHAIRPERSON AND/OR DISCUSSION LEADER

These arc the people who actually guide the meeting so that it provides an
atmosphere of recovery.

A Chairperson or Discussion Leader should be teachable

and willing to learn. The individuals chosen should also be members who share on

a positive notc. The Chairperson and Discussion Leader really set the tonc

fOT

the

meeting and can do woeful disservice to the group if they start off the meeting in
a negative way.

We muSt always remember that our N.A. meetings arc not

Mdumping grounds· for us to air all of our complaints.

We arc there for the

specific reason of staying clean and helping other addicts to find recovery from
addiction. It is for this reason thai we try to choose members with at least 90 days

clca n for Chairpersons, and Discussion Leaders with 6 months of abstinence. Somc
groups elect a Chairperson and Discussion Leader for a month.

Other groups

choose different people each wcck.
The Chairperson is responsible for carrying out the format of the meeting.
The Chairperson opens the meeting, goes through the readings, introduces the
Discussion Leader, gives out the chips or key tags, explains the Seventh and
Twelfth Traditions, and closes the meeting.
The Discussion Leader is responsible for keeping the discussion moving
smoothly. The Discussion Leader usually asks if anyone has anything they would
like to hear discussed.

Ir no one suggests anything, the Discussion Leader

introduces a topic ror discussion.

The Discussion Leader should make sure the

discussion stays on the topic. It is always preferable to generally discuss recovery
and the N,A. principles. rather than directing comments to a specirie member about
a speciric problem.

It is also advisable to keep the sharing down to a rcasonable

time so that each person who wants to share has a chance to do so.
An important aspect of the Discussion Leader's responsibility is handling
Tradition violations whcn thcy happen at a meeting. An attitude of recovery must
be maintained at all times and divisive or violent arguments over real or suspected
Tradition violations diverts the meeting rrom serving the needs or recovery.

For

this reason the Discussion Lcader will need to learn how to avoid such disruptions
and handle them correctly ir thcy occur.

In this area of rcsponsibility. the

Secretary and Group Service Representative are usually available and supportive to
the maintenance of a good atmosphere for recovery.
Typical problcms in this area are the rcading or literature other than
approved Narcotics Anonymous literature and discussing outside issues. While such
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3ctivities should not occur in our meetings, they do from time to time.

Thc

Discussion Leader should provide guidance to the individual involved that it is not
appropriatc to continue in such direction.

In most cases this gentle reminder is

sufficient to end such indiscretions. However in some circumstances it may not. It
is not dcsirable to initiate a verbal battle and disrupt the mceting over such an
occurrence, but after the problem has passed the Discussion Leader should convey
to the meeting the necessity for rem3ining within our Traditions.

Using this

approach it keeps the meeting from disintegrating into a verbal battle and allows
the Discussion Leader to remind the group of the necessity of providing an
atmosphere conducive to recovery from addiction.
It is a good idca to discuss these incidents with the individual after the

meeting in order to clear up the matter if possible.

The Secretary, Discussion

Leadcr and Chairpcrson should all meet with the member to review the situation to
determine if a violation had occurred and how to avoid such incidents in the
future.
BUSINESS MEETINGS
Most groups h3ve found th3t there is an increasing pressure to conduct
business of the Fellowship at the regular meeting of the Group. This has tended to
distract many groups from thc fulfillment of the needs of the members for a
meeting that satisfactorily meets their needs for maintenancc of their recovery.
There are business matters for the group, the area, the region and also the world
Fellowship. With so much going on, it would be possible for every group to occupy
more than h31f of their meeting with the business of thc Fellowship.

This is

detrimental 3nd should be avoided.
The solution to this problem in most areas of the Fellowship has been the
institution of business meeting for the group.

These business meetings are held

separately from the recovery meeting but are usually always open to all members
of the group. In some places around the Fellowship the business meetings are held
just before or after a regular recovery meeting.

In other places they may be held

on regular schedules at other times or days. The individual group will find among
their members thc most practical solution to this need.
Even for those groups that utilize the business meeting approach, they do
provide

a

fcw

minutes

at

each

recovcry

meeting

for

the

Group

Service

Representative to make announcements of pending events at the are3 or region
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level.

It is very helpful for the Representative to make copies of flyers or

announcements that can be handed out rather th a n taking a lot of tim e to explain
each activity.
For most groups that use the business meeting approach. the business
meeting is held on a regular schedule or may be called anytime by the group.
Frequently they are held just prior o r afte r an area se rvice committee meeting so
the group can work with the Group Service Representative so they are properly
represented at the area level.

Sometimes the business meeting will be held when

the Minutes of the last arca committee meeting are available or when the agenda
for the ne:xt meeting is on hand.

This helps the group in its ab ilit y to develop a

group conscie nce on any matters to be discussed at the area committee.
Another aspect of scheduling business meetings are whe n there are any
problems in the group.

When Tradition problems o r difficulties related to the

conduct of the meeting, thc mceting place or unusual needs, there should be the
ability of the group to have special meetings.

When Tradition problems do arise,

the group should exercise every effort to resolve the problem within the group at
the business meeting.

If this proves impossible to do, the matter should be

discussed with the Chairperson of the Area Service Committee.
Area Chairperso n can help resolve the marter.

Hopefully the

If not it should be formally taken

to the Area Service Committee for co nsidera ti on and assistance.
If the situation ca nnot be resolved by advice and action from the area
committee, the matter should be successively taken to the region and world level
se r vices for consideration and advice.

Unfo rtunat ely, but also important, is the

ability of the group to have business meetings to discuss and resolve problems
related to their elected trusted servants.
When it is time to elect new or additional trusted servan ts are other
occasions for business meetings.

If a member wants his group

(Q

call a business

meeting, he should contact the Secreta r y and ask that a business meeting be called
and provide rea son for having the meeting. The group shou ld be informed at least
one week in advance of the date se t for each business meeting, eve n if it is held on
a regular schedu le and

if possible, the

business to

be discussed should be

announced. This gives the members of the group an opportunity to be present and
to vote on the matters at hand.
Usually at the business meeting fina ncia l matters will be discussed and
decision reached about how much and when to forward money to the area service
committee.

Many groups have elected to delegate the responsibi lit y to its trusted
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servants what amount above a prudent reserve to donate to the area service
committee.

However it is generally accepted that a group should not retain in

their treasury an amount of funds that exceed the routine expenses of the group
that would be experience in a three month period.

To hold larger amounts of

funds is to deny their usc to help carry the message of recovery to other addicts.

GENERAL SUGGESTIONS
There

is

a

propensity

among

recovering

addicts

responsibilities every time the opportunity comes up.

to

take

on

new

This frequently results in

one member having two, three or four different jobs in the Fellowship.
experience has shown that this is not a good idea.

Our

It is not good for the recovery

of the individual involved and it is not good for the Fellowship.

Each member

should be encouraged to accept one trusted servant responsibility at a time.
A common trait among addicts is the drive to personal excess.

We want to

cram as much recovery into as short a time as possible; we want to cram a lot of
recovery down the throats of other addicts we know; and we want to force the
group to succeed.

We frequently find ourselves thinking that the job cannot be

done as well by anyone else or "if I don't do it, no one else
Especially with
dangerous.

newcomcrs, this rush

will.~

to excess is both common and

We sometimes find newer members active on Twelve Step calls,

working on the phone lines, serving as secretary or treasurer of a group. active on
various area committees, etc.

It is easy under these circumstances to build the

burden of responsibility so high that failure results.
their commitments and

Older members may tire of

welcome the vitality and enthusiasm of newcomers.

However, it must always be remembered that the newer members have had only a
brief reprieve from active addiction and lack the experience and clean time of the
long·term members.

It is a contradiction of the spiritual principles of N.A. to

allow one member to do more than his or her fair share.

We must be vigilant

about recovery··not only our own, but also that of the newer member··and guard
against over commitments which often lead to failure.

This is crucial because

failure under these circumstances frequently leads back to the streets and using.
Some of the common problems that arise when groups are not careful in the
selection of their trusted servants are meetings not being opened by secretaries who
either have forgotten or haven't cared enough to be on time.

Sometimes Seventh

Tradition funds have been assumed by Treasurers who have not yet learned to
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separate their own funds (or lack of them) from the group's donations.

Groups

sometimes carelcssly clcct GSR's who are overwhclmed by the area business
meetings or who are unable to communicate to their group the issues or functions
which pertain to them or to N.A. as a wholc.
With all of thcse problems, a common occurrence usually takes place:

the

old ncmesis, fear, is often covered up with an "I don't care" attitude and the result
is usually chaotic, both to the trusted servant and the group. Service positions are
not popularity contests, nor are they a substitute for working the Twelve Steps.
The problems mentioned above keep occurring over and over when we ignore the
common sense suggestion of choosing people who are not only willing and able, but
have sufficient lengths of rccovery.

Steering committee meetings are vital to the

trusted servants who work together to keep the lines of communication open within
the committee and between the trusted servants and the group they serve.

By

holding regular steering committee meetings, the secretary, treasurer, group service
representative and the group service representative-alternate can often prevent
these problems.
Because the operation of the Group is so important the Fellowship
has created several important resourccs to help groups, their officers and members.
The first resource is the arca service committee.
Chapter Four.

This committee is discussed in

In addition to the area service committee, there is the regional

service committee and then world services. Thcre is assistance available from the
World Service Confercnce. the Board of Trustees and the World Service Office. If
or when problems arisc or help is needed all of these resources are available to
every group.
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CHAPTER THREE
GROUP CONSCIENCE

Discussion of group conscience generally focuses on either the process or the
principle and prompts questions for most N.A. members.

What constitutes a group

conscience?

How can we invite a loving God to be expressed in our group

conscience?

Does group conscience only apply to groups, or also to service

committees and boards?

What issues are to be decided by the groups?

Who can

vote? Is the group conscience for a group with fifty members weighted the same
as that for a group with twenty-five members when it comes to Fellowship
business?

What is the responsibility of the trusted servant in relation to group

conscience? These and many other questions arc routinely asked.
It

is essential

to

understand

the conccpt of

group consciencc

fundamental guide for conduct and procedure within Narcotics Anonymous.
recovery and our service efforts are dependent upon this concept.

as

a

Our

In fact ,

rejection of the principle and/ or the process would undermine and damage the
Fellowship upon which our very Jives depend.
DEVELOPING A GROUP CONSCIENCE
One of the miracles of Narcotics Anonymous is that we can get a large
number of addicts to work togcther, individuals with differing personalities and
opinions that may conflict. This tends to set forth a rocky ground over which we
must travel to achieve the goals of the Fellowship at group, area, regional, and
world services.

By applying the spiritual principles of Narcotics Anonymous, we

learn how to disagree without being disagreeable. We learn that when we act with
fear, anger, or resentment our motives are usually based in ego. However, when we
suppress our individual wants and self-obsession in the interest of the Fellowship,
our decisions are based in love.

To make these decisions based in love at times

when we may Dot fccl very loving is a gift of our recovery.
The primary purpose, as stated in our Traditions, calls for us to provide an
atmosphcre of recovery in our meetings in order to carry the message of recovery
to other addicts.

Unrestrained or uncoordinated efforts by all of our members to

accomplish this primary purpose would lead to mass confusion and duplicated
efforts.

We must avoid this and move toward coordinated activities as a unified

Fellowship.

Thc starting place for this is in the decision-making process we call

group conscience.
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Group conscience is a difficult term to define and a process that has many
variations in its implementation.

Group conscience cannot be derined in clear

authoritative terms (although our need for clear and specific direction might call
out for an authoritative definition), but is rather described as a process.
There are many different interpretations of what group conscience is, how
it is derived, and what it means.

Nearly every member has his or her own

understanding and when we explain our own version it is a little different from
the

next

member's

interpretation.

This

is

understandable

since

Narcotics

Anonymous docs not require regementation or conformity in personal beliefs.

We

are concerncd about unity, and our decision making process should make provision
to strcngthen unity, even when

there is little regementation of thought or

conformity of practice.
To understand group conscience we can examine some traditions that relate
to the purpose and practice of group conscience. "Our common welfare" and "N.A.
unity" as they arc presented in the First Tradition clearly declare that a decision·
making process is involved.

We could not arrive at a practical understanding of

what our "common welfare" is unless we went through a decision·making process.
The same is true for "N.A. unity:

The determination of what detracts from our

unity or promotes unity implies a decision-making process. We must remember that
once a group conscience decision is reached, it is time for us to put aside our
personal differences and work togethcr in the spirit of N.A. unity to accomplish
the task at hand.

If the decision is opposed to our personal point of view, we

should do our best to surrender to the group consciencc. By refusing to participate,
quitting the group, or acting negatively towards the group conscience decision, we
are stating that it is only a "good" group conscience if it coincides with our
opinion.

This resistance weakens the unity upon which our common welfare

depends. Even if we disagree we can work with the group and trust a loving God
with the results.
Thc Second Tradition clarifies this process by telling us that our efforts to
arrive at a group conscience is a manifestation of the authority in our Fellowship
which comes from a loving God. This should tcll us that group conscience should
include guidance from our Higher Power rather than the strong personalities or
preferences of our members. If a loving God is involved in our exercise of group
conscicncc, then we should be instruments of His expression rather than bullhorns
demanding our way.
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"For our Group purpose, there is but one ultimate authority··a loving God as
He may express Himself in our Group conscience, our leaders are but trusted
servants, they do not govern, " should mean more of a heartfelt search for a
common understanding of the issue than for a demand that one view is right while
another is wrong. A Joving God is not expressed by fearful, punitive, or resentful
actions.

Group conscience decisions should not be made to punish individuals or

place restricting directives on the Fellowship it serves.

Group conscience actions

should be made in light of our primary purpose and reflect the spiritual principles
of N.A. The importance of this simplistic approach cannot be overemphasized, and
if we do this many unnecessary problems can be avoided. This spiritual process of
inviting a loving God to be expressed through our group conscience as stated in
Tradition Two is closely related to the concept of spiritual anonymity which is set
rorth in our Twelrth Tradition.
Addicts tend to be very sensitive people. This should imply a sensitivity to
others but more often it means we are easily hurt. Our personality, self image a nd
self worth may be right on the surrace of things we do. If we understand this and
apply the spiritual principle of anonymity thtat is stated in our Twelfth Tradition
to our participation in group conscience, we are less lik ely to become defensive or
aggressive, and God is more likely to be exp ressed.

This principle teaches us to

quell our egos in the interest or the Fellowship and to place principles be rare
personalities.
Two of the stumbling blocks to a spiritually based group conscie nce process
are: (I) the issues become identified with people who propose or oppose them, and
(2) we become emotionally involved.

For group conscience as a process, it should

not make a difference who is involved in the discussion or who or what is the
subject of the discussion.

We must deal with the principle, not the personality.

This sounds so simple, but in fact is very difficult.

It may take years for us as

individuals to mature enough to leave our emotions out of our discussions of issues.
This can be especially true when the issue is related to money, power, the
Traditions, or N.A. as a whole.

These must be overcome, especia ll y by those who

are most trusted in the group conscience process. It is hard for some of us who arc
heavily involved to let someone else have the last word in a discussion, but it may
be that we should speak less and have faith that a loving God can express His will
through others too.
Group conscience is a process which racilitates a group decision.

Group

conscience requires the group's awareness of the principles involved in their
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motives and actions. The group should closely evaluate its decision-making process
to insure it is acting in harmony with the spiritual principles of Narcotics
Anonymous, the Twelve Steps and the Twelve Traditions. The awareness of each
member of a group will vary according to that member's personal circumstances in
recovery.

Therefore, the awareness of the group as a whole will represent a

combined mixture of the spiritual recovery of each of its members.

This general

notion of awareness is only the beginning of understanding group conscience.
Group conscience is the method by which we process the mixture of factual
information, personal opinions, and experiences. All of these arc ingredients which
exist in varying proportions in every group. The built-in catalyst and safeguard is
the loving God Who is referred to in Tradition Two.

Without this spiritual

ingredient, the group conscience becomes an expression of our will rather than the
will of a loving God.
The most crucial part of the group conscience process is involving a loving
God in our decision making.

Most of us have experienced group conscience

situations where a loving God was expressed despite our clumsiest efforts. We have
also experienced situations where group conscience was forced and subsequent
disharmony resulted. Usually in these painful situations we have somehow blocked
the expression of a loving God, by our own actions. Powerful personalities, rushed
actions, misinformation, and / or lack of information are the underlying causes of
our problems. These underlying causes can result in a group conscience that is not
the best course of action and may even be destructive.

Our group conscience will

usually twinge uncomfortably as a result of these mistakes.

When this occurs it is

the responsibility of the group conscience to take stock of itself, focus once again
on our primary purpose and N.A. principles, and then make the necessary group
conscience decision to correct the mishap.
We can avoid unnecessary struggles by allowing a loving God to be
expressed through our group conscience. This can be enhanced by providing full
information, allowing ample discussion of all sides of the issue, keeping an open
mind, and inviting God into the proceedings via a group prayer and / or moment of
silence.

Striving for substantial unanimity can enhance discussion, however this

ideal cannot always be attained and our goal is to gain a mutual understanding of
the issue.

Our group conscience is a collective conscience of our individual

consciences. This necessarily entails the efforts of each individual to set aside his
or her ego, personal wants, and prejudices in an effort to reach what is best for
the represented Fellowship. Clearing this clutter from our minds allows the spirit
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of a loving God to be expressed through the channel of our collective group
conscience.

This allows us the joyous experience of humbly putting aside our

individual wants and differences to work together in unity. While each member is
an individual and each group is autonomous, it is important during the group
conscience process to ascertain jf our actions will possibly affect other people,
groups, or even N.A. as a whole.

This application of our Fourth Tradition allows

us to experience the spiritual principle of rising above our own wants in the
interest of others.
The more we develop and practice spiritual principles and apply the Steps
and Traditions in our lives, the better our capability of inviting a loving God into
our group conscience to provide the best possible direction.

This spiritual

component is essential to group conscience both as a concept and as a process.
Because of this stabilizing ingredient, group conscience provides a process which
can eliminate decisions based upon fear, self·will, resentment, retaliation. and
other character defects.

While no member of a group will be free of character

defects at any given time, the group as a whole need not be guided by them as long
as each member employs his or her personal Higher Power.

In this process, the

group takes on a collective Higher Power.

GROUP CONSCIENCE AND THE TRUSTED SERVANT
The Second Tradition states that for our group purpose our ultimate
authority is a loving God Who may be expressed through our group conscience. It
goes on to state that our leaders are but trusted servants; they do not govern.
Obviously. these trusted servants have something to do with our group conscience
or they would not have been mentioned in our Second Tradition.
The word ultimate means final; this automatically implies that there are
other, lesser authorities.

Though the final authority rests within the N.A. groups,

they have the right to delegate certain responsibilities and the corresponding
authority to get the work done.
always

There are some decisions the N.A. groups will

want to participate in directly such as, changes in the Twelve Steps and

Twelve Traditions, new literature approval, or any change in the nature of our
Fellowship. Otherwise, the N.A. groups have delegated

much

of

the active

responsibility for N.A. services to their trusted servants through the adoption of
the N.A. Service Structure.
The words leaders and authority may have negative overtones when we first
arrive in Narcotics Anonymous. However, as we gain new insight on their meaning
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and relationship to our spiritual Fellowship, we view them as they are stated in
our Second Tradition.

The word authority is defined as the rjght to act.

In

Narcotics Anonymous authority does not represents government, but the capability
to perform the necessary functions that allow our Fellowship to grow and provide
its serviccs.

This authority enables the trusted servant to perform his or her

delegated responsibilities within the confines of those responsibilities. N.A. leaders
are not the conventional types of leaders most of us have been accustomed to. N.A.
leaders arc trusted servants; they do not govern. N.A. leaders lead by example, not
by directives.

Thcy maintain a mutual respect with the Fellowship they serve.

Their example prompts us to want to support their efforts as they have developed
our trust.
In choosing a trusted servant it is important to select a member who is an
example of N.A. recovery .

The member should have the necessary skills and / or

spiritual attributes that su it the position . It is important that we select the best
possible choice and not base our decision on popularity or availabilit y.

Effective

trusted servants will have experience in working the steps, for only through an
application of the steps in our lives can we begin to understand the spiritual
principles underlying the traditions. They will have demonstrated

ID

their service

experiencc the ability to fulfill their terms, commitments, and re sponsibilities.
They must be able to put principles before personalities in conducting their service
responsibilities and themselves.

They should be resources for guidance in areas

concerning their respon s ibilities and yet be able to say ·1 don't know· when they
are unsure and then research to locate the source of the answer.

The trusted

servant should be willing to bring about compromises, yet always adhere to N.A.
principles.

Most importantly, N.A. trusted servants must be open-minded, even to

their critics, since they must always be looking for the most effective way to serve
the Fellowship.
The reason N.A. leaders 3re called trusted servants is because they are
placed in a position of trust by the group conscience of the Fellowship they serve.
By trust we mean that we are placing with them the authority to act responsibly
within their best judgment. The reason we place trusted servants in these positions
is so they can perform the general administrative and related personal services that
are necessary to the ongoing needs of Narcotics Anonymous. This insures that the
message of reco ve ry will contillue to be available not only to the present members
but to the addicts who are, and will be, stumbling blindly through the darkness
and horrors of drug addiction.

These services that are handled by the trusted
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servants free the N.A. groups to focus on the primary purpose and provide the
personal service that is the trademark of Narcotics Anonymous.
Trusted servants have decisions to make in performing their duties. Part of
our trust is allowing them to make these decision. They are usually the ones with
the

most

hands-on

experience and

information

regarding the

needs of the

particular situations thcy are handling. If we insisted that they return to us with
every dccision, they would not be trusted servants at all. they would simply be
messengers. If we made every decision for them, it would Quickly demoralize them
and take away their effectiveness.

However, it is very important that the trusted

servant keep the Fellowship informed of the actions they have taken in conducting
their responsibilities.
Another part of our trust is giving them the right to decide which issues
they should handle and which need wider consultation and subsequent direction.
We must remember that we elected them to a position of trust and that they will
use their best discretion and report to us on their actions.

We should not expect

them to bring every issue back to us for us to decide if we should handle it. This
would make N.A. just another red tape bureaucracy which most addicts tend to
revile.

We must remcmbcr that any action that the trusted servant may make in

error can be corrected by the Fellowship they serve.

And we can be quite sure

that the trusted servant will be promptly notified of our concerns.

Though the

trusted servant has been delegated these responsibilities and the right to make
decisions, if there is any uncertainty with the decision, he or she should seek the
experience and counsel of members, groups, or service committees, prior to the
decision and its implementation.

The Fellowship that is being served should

receive a report on all actions taken by the trusted servant.

Nothing can change

the fact that some members are simply not interested in what they may see as
"politics."

We cannot force people to get involved or informed.

Even when the

members appear disinterested, the trusted servants have an obligation to inform
and provide the opportunity for group conscience to take place.

Reporting to the

Fellowship on actions taken removes the potentia) for distrust that accompanies
actions not reported on or explained.
Responsibility and trust is the beautiful balance within Tradition Two that
captures the spirit of mutual respect that is necessary to effectively operate our
services. Trusted servants, living examples of the principles of our Steps and
Traditions, necessarily
conducting

our

service

have been
affairs.

delegated
In

order

the immediate

responsibility of

to

carry

reasonably
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responsibilities a certain amount of authority has to be delegated. If this were not
the case, we would have one group with all the responsibility (trusted servants) and
another with all the authority (the NA groups). Back and forth we would go,
accomplishing very little in actual services. As a Fellowship we have a principal
obligation to the addict who still suffers. If are services are ineffective and unable
to respond, addicts will not recover. Granting our trusted servants the ability to act
in accordance with our principles is how we can best serve our needs as a
Fellowship.
This delegated authority and responsibility does not come without checks
and balances. To insure the right relationship between delegated and ultimate
authority. the NA groups should give careful consideration when choosing members
to represent them. If their choice proves to be unacceptable they can always recall
them or, in cases of great importance or urgency, they may withdraw all support of
the service structure. If the groups don't support the service structure it will
crumble. This is ultimate authority and shouldn't be used unwisely or in haste, but
always exists if the N.A. groups feel it necessary to correct unacceptable actions of
its servants.

This is the full implication of Tradition Two, a right balance,

providing our trusted servants with the ability to actively respond, keeping in
mind to whom they must ultimately be responsible.
Our program is a set of principles that when applied provide a constant
source of guidance for us all. Individuals as well as groups know too well the
consequences of intolerance or indifference to them. Addicts will die and groups
may dissolve.

We must have faith that these principles will guide our trusted

servants actions according to the will of a loving God Who guides us all. Mutual
trust and respect between servant and group, and group and servant, will insure
that N.A. services always remain responsible to those they serve.
Much confusion arises over the carrying of group conscience.
servants frequently

face challenging group conscience situations.

Trusted
A group

conscience issue can be voted on by the Fellowship which is being represented and
Illter, additional information may be available which sheds new light on the issue.
At the service meeting, the issue could be amended to a point where it is Quite
different from the issue that was originally presented to that representative's
Fellowship.

This is where the right of decision takes place.

The representatives

must decide whether these changes are significant enough to be returned to those
they serve.

If not, the representatives utilize the trust bestowed upon them to

make a decision based on the best possible understanding of the issue. In essence,
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we instill our confidence in our trusted servants as a matter of course when they
assume the duties and responsibilities of the position to which they have been
entrusted.
As we can see, there are difficult situations that may arise requiring
informed choices. and our trusted servants need to know that they have our loving
support. confidence. and trust when handling these challenges.

One of the ways

the trusted servant earns and facilitates this trust is by regular communication.
Presentation

of

information

should

be

objective

and

fair

with

adequate

explanation.
Rcalizing that these trustcd servants are entrusted with the right of decision
in handling and voting our group conscience issues places a new light on group
consciencc.

Since we trust them to handle these responsibilities, it becomes

apparent that group conscicnce is not only formed by the N.A. groups. but also by
the service boards and committees that serve the N.A. Fellowship. Committees and
boards arc also given the right to decide which issues to handle and which to
return to the service body to which they are responsible.

This entrusts the most

informcd and experienced members to make decisions affecting their area of
service expertise.

It is important that we recognize the right of these committees

and service boards to handle their responsibilities.

They are made up of trusted

servants and have correspondingly been delegated the responsibility and related
rights of decision by the N.A. groups via the adoption of the N.A. Service
Structure. They also operate according to our Ninth Tradition that states that we
may create these service boards or committees directly responsible to those they
serve.

The Fellowship has a decp commitment to insure the continuation of the

service boards, committees, and trusted servants that make up the N.A. Service
Structure.

Further, it is the responsibility of the Fellowship which creatcd this

service structure to support it financially. emotionally, and with the human
resourccs--the trusted servants themselves.
Over the years, service commiltees have adopted a variety of procedures to
conduct their business. In many places around the Fellowship. the question of who
participates as a voting member of a particular service body has stirred a great
deal of discussion. Many arguments in our groups, area or regional committces and
even the WSC have centered on who has the right to votc based on who does or
does not "truly" represent a group conscience.

It is not our desire to decide or

dictate to our service commitlccs how they should answer these questions.

Each

service body in N.A. should decide for itself, its voting participants.
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(Each duly elected

trusted servant is representative of the collective

conscience of the members who so elected him, whether they be a group secretary,
area subcommittee chairperson, regional treasurer, or trustee.)
As we can see, group conscience is not always a cut-and-dried issue .
However, its spiritual basis in trusting a lov ing God will always adequately guide
us as members and as trusted servants. Group conscience will continue to work as
long as we let it.
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CHAPTER FOUR
AREA SERVICE COMMITTEE

Area Service Committees (ASR's) are formed when groups in a geographical
location begin to realize there 3rc services needed that the groups themselves
cannot provide.

Usually this begins where N.A. is brand new or where the

fellowship grows from one or two meetings to a larger number.

In a related

manner, new ASR's arc also formed where an existing ASC grows to represent so
many groups that it becomes necessary to subdivide the existing ASC in order to
provide the services needed.

The first

ASC was formed in 1969.

This ch3ptcr

reflects the experience gained from that committee and the many that have

followed.

Usually ASC's meet on a monthly basis and in the same location, although
this may differ from Area to Area.

These ASe's are made up of Group Service

Representatives, Subcommittee Chairpersons and Administrative Trusted Servants,
usually a Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson, Secretary and Treasurer.

The job

descriptions for these positions can be found later in this chapter.
ASe's exist primarily to provide support to the groups and outreach services
to the local community. Support comes in the form of sharing experience among
the groups when a new group needs help, or when an older group goes through a

cycle of change.

One of the strongest sources of growth for an ASe is the faith

and satisfaction gained by working together to help solve problems and improve
N.A. services.

The ASe is the place where much of this takes place.

It is the ASC thal performs much of the "hands on work".

The ASe utilizes

a subcommittee system to more efficiently serve it's member groups and local
community.

These subcommittees are responsible to the ASe just as the ASe is

directly responsible to it's member groups.
subcommittees vary slightly from

The services performed by the ASe's

ASe to ASe. The following subcommittee

descriptions outline the most common services provided by ASe subcommittees.
I.ITERA TUR E SUBCQMM1TTEE
Many ASe Literature Subcommittees help keep N.A. literature available for
the groups.

Literature is purchased from the WSO or the local service office and

sold to the groups. The ·GSR can purchase literature for their group right at the
Ase meeting, saving the expense of multiple small shipments.

In addition, many

Literature Subcommittees partake in the development and approval process of new
N.A. literature.
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HOSPITALS AND INSTITUTIONS SUBCOMMITTEE
One of the primary outreach functions of the ASC comes in the form of a
Hospitals and Institutions Subcomminee.

Many of us felt our first taste of

freedom from addiction while hospitalized or institutionalized.

Members of N.A.

came into these facilities and told us of this new way of life, a life that revolved
around not using "Just for Today",
Carrying the message to addicts in hospitals, jails, mental institutions, rehab
centers, etc., is the purpose of this subcommittee.

For a more detailed description

of the services reference the_Hospitals alld h,stiwliorls

Handbook~

PUBLIC INFORMATION SUBCOMMITTEE
Another primary outreach service provided by the ASC is the responsibility
of a Public Information Subcommittee.

The essence of Narcotics Anonymous

surrounds carrying the message of recovery to the addict that still suffers.

For

this to happen, we must inform the addict where to find us and how earnestly we
care.
Many Public Information Subcommittees set up telephone helplines, provide
information to the local media and prepare presentations at community events.
For more information see the Guide to P.I. Services and Guide 10 Phoneli1le Service.

POLICY SUBCOMMITTEE
Many ASC's feel the need to fo rm a Policy Subcommittee.
Subcommittee can perform a variety of services for the ASC.
subcommittee will
traditions.

research

and seek

guidance

in

better

A Policy

Many times this

understanding our

A clear knowledge of our traditions is essential to the ASC in

providing services to it's member groups and local community.
In addition, it has proven Quite useful for an ASC to develop comprehensive
committee guidelines.

These guidelines can

explain how

the ASC meeting

functions, defining it's purpose, memberShip and procedures. Your ASC might find
it useful to form a Policy Subcommittee to compile and maintain these guidelines.

Copies of existing committee guidelines from around the Fellowship are available
upon request from the WSO.
ACTIVITIES SUBCOMMITTEE

From time to time, the ASC may find it useful to organize learning days
and wor kshops.

These workshops promote unity and attract people to group

services, as well as inform members about the do's and don'ts our collective
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experience has re vealed. Some common topics of workshops and learning days are;
public information, hospitals and institutions, new N.A. literature , tradition s.
trusted serva nts of the groups, dances picnics and camp outs.
Quite often an ASe finds that these events are more properly coo rdinated
through the efforts of an Activities Subcom mittee.

In addition, although fund-

raise rs s ho uld only be organized as a la st resort, the ASe might find it useful to
rely on an Activities Subcommittee to coordinate these events as well.
N.A. is not a socia l club, but the se functions can provide an informal pla ce
for us to begin to feel "apa rt of" th e WE in N.A. and enhance the enjoyment of our
recovery. There are ma ny oth er serv ices that an ASC ca n prov ide throughout th e
Fellowship. The important thing to remember is that the ASC exists to se rve it's
member groups and local comm un ity within the spiritual principl es of N.A.

ASC PROCEDURES
An important task for an ASe in it's formative stages is the crea ti on of
committee procedures a nd guidelines, These tool s help maintain order and gi ve th e
ASe direction in which to function.

These procedures and guidelines should be

co mpreh ensive enough to all the meet ing to run smoot hl y while allowing the
co mmittee so me

fle xibil it y.

Rigid

guidelines

are

notorious

f or

continual

ame ndments and less prod uctive meetings.
ASe guidelines s hould describe procedures of how the ASe is to conduct
business, who is to vote and on what issues. Some ASC's believe that many issues
that come befo re th e com mittee need to be brought back to the groups for a group
conscience decision.

Matters of administration are usuall y decided by th e ASC

itse lf.
Some ASC's allow their tru sted se r va nts to decide whi ch issues go back to
the groups and which a rc decided by th e ASe. Neither method is bettcr than th e
other. Most ASC's fall somewhe re in between these two co ncepts.

It is important

that the committee decides which is bes t and reflect thi s po licy in the ASC
guide lin es.
Another procedure that differs from ASC to ASe co nce rn s who may add ress
the Floor, make and seco nd moti ons and who may vote at the ASe meeting. Some
ASC's allow

onl y GSR's or

their

Alternate

to

VO IC.

The

ASe officers,

Subcommittee Chairpcrsons a nd the ASR and Alternat e ASR arc of ten so ught out
for th ei r guidance and opinio ns. and are quite often allowed to make motions, but
do not votc.
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In

other ASe's, all

the elected

trusted

servants ( chairperson, vice-

chairperson, secretary, treasurer, subcommittee chairpersons) are allowed to vote
along with the GSR's.

Again, neither way is right, wrong, better or worse.

procedures should be clearly outlines in the ASe guidelines.

These

For a more detailed

discussion of these issues, please refer to chapter Three (3) of this manual.
Another important item to be included in the ASe guidelines is an agenda
for the committee to follow. This is usually prepared by the ASC Chairperson and
the ASC officers. Topics of a typical ASe agenda include items carried over from
the last meeting, reports from the ASC officers and subcommittees and new issues
to receive the ASC's attention. A common agenda format: (I) Moment of silence to
contemplate the ASC's purpose (2) A brief prayer (3) Reading the N.A. Traditions
(4) Secretaries minutes of the previous meeting (5) Welcoming, introduction and,
where necessary, orientation of new GSR's and Alternates (6) ASC Treasures report
(7) ASR report (8) Group reports by GSR's including average attendance, financial
summery and comments on strengths, problems and solutions of groups.

In this

manner, sharing by other groups' experience is possible (9) Old business - ongoing
ASC projects and concerns, including matters previously tabled (10) New business including discussions of Questions or issues affecting the ASC or N.A. as a whole
(II) Announcements, including date, time and place of the next ASe meeting (12)
Collection (13) Closing prayer.
Some
descriptions

other
of

common

ASC

and

subjects

discussed

subcommittee

in

purposes,

ASe

guidelines

trusted

servants

include
duties

descriptions and Qualifications, who will be the signatures on the ASC bank
account, donations to the RSC and WSC. It would literally take a manual in itself
to list all the policies and procedures that exist in all the ASe's in our fellowship.
Usually an ASC will find what is needed for itself through trial and error and the
spiritual growth of the ASe members ovcr a period of "just for todays".

TRUSTED SERVANTS OF THE ASC
The following arc general descriptions of ASe trusted servants; including
clean time requirements and duties.
recovery.

Clean time requirements reflect a level of

This level of recovery concerns an individuals ability to apply our

Twelve Steps to his/ her personal life, as well as apply our Twelve Traditions to
his/ her interactions with other people.

(For more on Qualifications please sec

chapters One and Three).
Some positions at the ASe put a greater demand on the trusted servant than
others.

This is reflected by a longer clean time Qualification.
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when an ASC may need to lower the clean time qualification of a certain position,
but we would caution ASC's of making this common practice.

AREA SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE (ASR) AND ASC ALTERNATE
The

ASR

responsibilities.

and

ASR

Alternate

serve

as

a

team,

sharing

the

many

Each has a two year commitment, the first year spent as an

Alternate and the second as the ASR.

They arc the communication link between

the ASe and the RSe (and thus the remainder of N.A. as a whole).

In order to

accomplish this, the ASR and Alternate must become informed of issues from Area,
Regional and World lcvels of N.A. service.

Therefore, it is essential for both the

ASR and Alternate to attend all meetings of the ASC and RSC, including Regional
Conferences.

The ASR should prepare a written report to the RSe on the ASe's

progress, projects and dilemmas.

In addition, the ASR should prepare a written

report to the ASe of the RSe meetings.
Part of the ASR's responsibility is to support the RSC.

This is done by

encouraging the ASe (and it's groups) to financially support the RSe (sce section
on ASe finances later in this chapter) as well as to encourage the physical,
emotional and spiritual support of the RSC.
Many ASR's have bccomc active participants of the RSe, either as a
member of a RSe subcommittee or even an officer of the RSe.

This type of

involvemcnt for an ASR has brought the ASe that much closer to all the other
service committees in the region and Narcotics Anonymous as a whole.
When the wse Conference Agenda Report comes out at the beginning of
cach year, the ASR will need to be well informed on all agenda items to
disseminate this information to the groups. This is a primary responsibility of the
ASR and Alternate.

Usually the ASR and Alternate presents the WSC conference

agenda itcms to the groups in a workshop form where group members may ask
Questions pertaining to these items.
Whatever the duties of the ASR and Alternate within a particular area or
region, these duties should be included in the ASe guidelines and explained to the
groups and nominees aloog with the following qualifications:

Four years clean

time; an example of living recovery through the application of the Twelve Steps
and Twelve Traditions of N.A.; prior fulfilled commitment as a GSR; prior
participation in the ASe as an officer or member of an ASe subcommittee; the
time and resources to perform the responsibilities of the position.
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CHAIRPERSON
The Chairperson of the ASe presides over the ASe meeting with a firm but
understanding hand. The ideal attributes of a Chairperson would be an individual
who is sensitive to the needs of the area, region and N.A. as a whole, yet tolerant
and objective with those who arc unable to see beyond the needs of their groups.
The Chairperson usually formulates or participates in the formulation of the ASe
agenda, reviews the secretaries minutes prior to their distribution, keeps discussions
focused on the topic and within a reasonable time frame. and serves as an
available resource for the GSR's between ASe meetings.
It is essential

that the Chairperson attend all ASe meetings, Regional

Conferences and other ASe subcommittee meetings where requested.

Quite often

the Chairperson is one of the signatures on the ASC bank account.

In addition,

organizational skills are a plus such as locating an ASC meeting place, helping to
preserve ASC archives and assisting the maintenance of the ASC guidelines.
In addition to whatever responsibilities the ASe feels are appropriate, the
ASe guidelines should reflect the following qualifications:

Four years clean time.

an example of living recovery through the application of the Twelve Steps and
Twelve Traditions of N.A., prior service experience as ASC Vice-Chairperson,
Subcommittee Chairperson or GSR.
VICE-CHAIRPERSON
Customarily. the Vise Chairperson presides over the ASC meeting in the
absence of the Chairperson.

Therefore, the qualifications and responsibilities

mentioned under "Chairperson" apply equally here.

In addition, it is quite often

the responsibility of the Vice Chairperson to coordinate the ASC subcommittees.
This is accomplished by frequent communication with each of the Subcommittee
Chairpersons and to act as a resource to the subcommittees in an effort to
facilitate the continuation of their duties. Quite often. it is also the responsibility
of the Vice Chairperson to assist the Subcommittees continue on with business in
the event of an absence or resignation of a Subcommittee Chairperson or Vice
Chairperson.
Due to the similar responsibilities of both the Chairperson and Vice
Chairperson, many ASC's have set the qualifications for the Vice Chairperson
identical to the Chairperson:

Four years clean time, and example of living

recovery through the application of the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of
N.A.; prior service experience as a Subcommittee Chairperson or GSR.
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SECRETARY
The ASC position of ASe Secretary is vital to th e clarification and
documentation of the policies of the ASe.

If we understand that th e policies of

the ASe arc actually set during the ASe meetings, through

the process of

presenting motions and consequently voting on those motions. we begin to see the
need for a Secretary to ha ve adeq uate skills to perform the task of recording th e
ASe meeting.

Si nce the minutes of the ASe meetings are historical archives of

policies set by the ASe. it is essen tial that the Secreta ry posses a good sense of

order about w hat transpires at ASe meetings. Experience has shown that it would
be unrealistic to expect the Secretary to create a transcript of the ASe meeting, but
instead to draft concise minutes that reClect the essence of what is conducted at
the meeting.
Many ASC's make it the responsibility of the Secretary to take roll at ASC
meetings and assist in tabulating votes, as well as maintaining a file system for all
informa ti o n generated by th e ASC, inc lud ing certai n materials c r eated by th e
subcommittees.

Some ASC's a lso feel it is the responsibility of the Secretary to

prepa r e lctters and other communicat ions for t he officers and if necessary the
subcommittees.
subcommittees

Quite often a Secretary will maintain a r ecord of officers,
and

g roups,

as

well

as

a

record

of

motions,

reports

a nd

correspondence for the ASe archives.
The Secretary types and distributes minutes of the ASC meeting (after the
chairpe rsons review) along with an agenda for the next meetings, to all ASe
participants within the time frame stip ul ated in the ASe g ui deli nes, usually o ne
week or ten days following the ASC meeting. It is usuall y the responsibility of the
Secretary register the ASC with the WSO, RSC and local service off ice.

In larger

ASCs we quite often see the duties of Secretary shared wit h a Vice Secretary who
usually becomes t he Sec retary at the completion of his/ her term.
In addition

to the qualifications for Secretary, reflected in the ASC

guidelines, our experience has shown that the following qualifications are essential:
Three years clean time, an example of li ving recovery through the application of
the twelve steps and twelve traditions of N.A.; genera l office or secretarial skills;
access to a typew r ite r or word processor; prior service exper ience as secretary of a
group or ASC subcommittee.
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TREASURER
The ASC Treasurer performs a most visible and essential service to N.A ..
The Treasurer is mainly responsible for the management of ASC funds.

The

Treasurer is usually the first signature on the ASC bank account and generally
maintains the checkbook. The Treasurer is responsible for complete accounting of
all funds received through donations from members and groups, as well as monies
generated by activities.

A general principle, that assures good records, is that of

encouraging members and groups to forward all monies in the form of checks or
money orders.

Where cash is handled, receipts should be issued immediately_ The

Treasllrers Handbook provides guidelines for these transactions and should be
studied thoroughly.
In most every ASC the Treasurer presents a detailed report of finance at
each ASC meeting and whatever else is requested by the ASC or its members.
During this report many Treasurers encourage the GSR's to remind their groups of
the importance of our Seventh Tradition at evcry level of service, beginning with
the member and then the group. It is explained how all this money goes to provide
service at all levels of the N.A. service structure, which in turn assists the groups
to fulfill our Fifth Tradition. The attraction that these services provide (when the
members are informed) helps our Seventh Tradition become reality.
Usually the ASC bank account will contain all fund for the ASC. including
subcommittees.

The Treasurer, therefore, keeps separate balances for the ASC

general fund, each subcommittee and any other reoccurring funding or finance the
ASC feels is appropriate.

In this way, all funds are under one set of books, and

the Treasurer makes disbursements upon direction of the ASC.
The accuracy and promptness of the Treasures report can go far in avoiding
problems of money and prestige that can divert an ASC from its primary purpose,
as well as assure that the services that fulfill that primary purpose are adequately
funded.

Further, it is unfair to burden any member with the responsibility of

handling large sums of money when that member has little personal means of
support.

It should be common knowledge that we elect a Treasurer who has

previously exemplified their ability to fulfill the responsibilities of Treasurer.
This position should not be used as a means of allowing someone to prove
themselves.
In addition to the Qualifications for Treasurer, as reflected in the ASC
guidelines, our collective experience has shown that the following Qualifications
are essential:

Four years clean time, an example of living reco very through the
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application of the twelve steps and the twelve traditions of N.A.; bookkeeping or
accounting experience; prior service experience as a group treasurer and prior
participation in the ASC.

SUBCOMMJTTEE TRUSTED SERVANTS
The subcommittees mentioned earlier in this chapter perform much of the
actual work of the ASC.

Electing competent subcommittee trusted servants is an

important responsibility of the ASC.

Many ASC's elect only subcommittees

Chairpersons and allow each subcommittee to elect their own Vice Chairperson,
Secretary and any other subcommittee officers needed.

Other ASC's elect all the

officers of each subcommittee during the ASC meeting.

The subcommittee

members are usually composed of GSRs and other members of the fellowship with
a willingness to serve on the subcommittee.

Whatever method your ASC decides

should be reflected in the ASC Guidelines.
Usually the responsibilities of the subcommittee Chairperson are Quite
similar to the Chairperson of the ASC; good organization and communication skills;
sensitive to the needs of the groups, local community, the region and N.A. as a
whole; the ability to preside over the subcommittee meeting with a firm but
understanding hand.

In addition, the subcommittee Chairperson prepares and

presents a written report to the ASC of all the subcommittee projects, schedules the
subcommittee meeting as directed by the ASC Guidelines, prepares an agenda,
keeps a record of the subcommittee financial balance within the ASC bank account
and performs much of the subcommittee administrative duties.
The Vice Chairperson of the subcommittee would preside over the meeting
in the absence of the Chairperson and assist in those responsibilities.
Secretary of

the subcommittee

would

keep accurate

Vice

The

Chairpersons

the

responsibility of taking minutes of the subcommittee meetings, thus a Secretary
would not be needed.
In an effort to facilitate a wider scope of services, and cooperation in N.A.
services, it is strongly urged that each ASC subcommittee elect or appoint a
representative to the corresponding service subcommittee of the RSC. This concept
would open dialogue between all ASC subcommittees of common service function
within the Region.

These representatives could share experience, strength and

hope in projects the ASC subcommittees are proposing, bringing us one step closer
to unifying our service efforts.
It

is

generally

accepted

Chairpersons should include:

that

the

qualifications

for

subcommittee

Three years clean time. an example of living
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recovery through the application of the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of
N.A.; prior service cxperience with chairing group business meetings (as Group
Secretary or

GSR);

prior

service

on

an

ASC

subcommittee as a

GSR

or

subcommittee member.
AREA SERVICE COMMITTEE FINANCES
In order

to provide services, the ASC needs active GSR's, Qualified

leadership and the support of its groups. The ASC must be actively supported by
each group financially, functionally and spiritually. The ASC provides services to
and for all the groups.

Because it takes money to provide some of these services,

every group has a responsibility to share part of their Seventh Tradition funds
with the ASC. When an area service committee is first formed, the need for funds
may be minimal--the cost of a post office box, rental for a meeting room, and
coffee.

But as an area grows, so do the financial needs of an ASC.

The

subcommittees mentioned earlier need money to operate aod it is the GSR's
responsibility to explain this to the members in the group business meeting.

In

order to provide a full range of serviccs, the GSR's should inform thcir groups of
the importance of supporting the ASC financially.

To help them do this, the ASC

treasurer should supply the GSR's with accurate monthly financial reports covering
general

committee

income and

expenses

as

well

as costs

incurred

by

the

subcommittees in performing their tasks.
Our experience has proven the need for each ASC to maintain a prudent
reserve sufficient to meet its needs as it grows. This reserve should contain enough
to cover at least one month of average expenses.

Sometimes the ASC needs more

money than what it takes in at anyone time--when the ASC expands its activities,
for example, or encounters a financial dry spell.

The ASC prudent reserve will

help the committee through those times. In emergencies, ASC's may hold activities
designed to promote unity, provide a place for fellowship. but also raise funds.
These activities should only raise money from N.A. members.

ASC officers and

subcommittee chairpersons will have to put their heads together to determine what
amount will truly serve as a prudent reserve--neither too much nor too little. They
will have periodically review that reserve level to ensure that, as time goes by and
the ASC's operations evolve, the reserve continues to be adcQuate and realistic.
The prudent reserve Icvel should be reviewed at least once a year.

Funds held in

excess of that reserve should automatically be forwarded on a monthly basis to the
regional scrvice committee.

It is important for ASC's to support the RSC.

The

maintenance of the fund flow as described in the "Treasurer's HandbOQk" is the
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essence of the Seventh and Ninth Traditions ..

When our services become

significantly funded through group contributions, they become more directly
responsible or the groups end their funding.

The RSC performs important

communications tasks, and it cannOI do so if there are no funds. Further, the RSC
forwards its excess funding to the WSC for their support. These services assist all
groups and areas.
FORMING AN AREA SERVICE COMMITTEE
The formation of N.A. groups provide an environment in which recovering
addicts can enhance one anothers' recovery and reach OUI to newcomers.

The

formation of an area service committee does Ihe same thing for the groups forming
it.

The formation of an ASC enhances the ability of existing groups to fulfill

their primary purpose, and assists new groups as they begin their journeys.

For

this reason it is important to form an ASC as soon as is practical. It has been our
experience as a Fellowship that the area service committee consistently plays a key
role in making the N.A. message widely available to those who need it.
The carly states of development of an ASC may be very much like the early
stages of a group.

Depending upon the size of the local N.A. population, the

number of groups and the length of time the N.A. community has existed, progress
may be quick or painfully slow. The primary prerequisites are having more than
one N.A. group, enough experienced N.A. members to serve as GSR's, officers and
subcommittee chairs, and a prevailing attitude of dedication and willingness.
When local groups decide the time has come to form an ASC, their first step
is to gather information.

Members who are to be involved in formation of the

committee should become aware of the major areas of serv ice--public information,
H&I and literature.

Handbooks for each of these are available from the World

Service Office. The roles of committee officers, subcommittee chairpersons, GSR's
and the ASR should be thoroughly reviewed by all concerned.
The first temptation when reviewing all this information is to become
overwhelmed and think, "We're not ready for all this yet." Certainly a just-forming
ASC is not ready to function as a seasoned ASC.

Remember that, just as in our

personal recover y, the ASC will grow one day at a time.
After initial discussions, the next step is to get the names, addresses and
phone numbers of key members of the regional service committee. If none of you
organizing members know

who these people might

be, the

Group Services

Department at the World Service Office will help you locate them.

The regional

service committee exists primarily to help ASC's. Be sure to make use of it.
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If the new ASC is already part of an existing ASC, then those trusted
servants should be contacted for help. In this situation, it is important to maintain
unity so that the primary purpose is not interrupted.
Equipped with the above information and resources, interested members can
now schedule ASC planning sessions.

It may be helpful to invite the regional

service representative to attend these sessions.
advance at all meetings in the area.

Announce the sessions well in

A good turnout is important so that the new

ASC is understood and supported by as many local NA members as possible.
Each ASC designs the planning session according to its own needs.

If the

regional service representative is able to attend, it may be a good idea to have
them preside over the first session.
during these planning sessions.

Some ASC's have allowed all present to vote

The most important matters arc to elect ASC

officers and to decide which subcommittees need to be formed right away.

From

there, each area service committee grows and develops according to local needs. As
long as both the ASC and the groups remember that the ASC is formed by the
groups to serve the groups, the committee will stay on track.
Among the first actions of a newly created area service committee should be
to register the ASC with the regional service committee and with the World Service
Office.

Any change in the ASC mailing address should be reported to both the

ASC and the WSO.

The area service committee is an integral participant in the

RSC, just as the groups arc in the area. The RSC can provide additional assistance
to the area service committee, so contact with the regional service committee at the
earliest possible opportunity is of the utmost importance.
The most successful area service committees are those that adjust to the
changing needs of the N.A. Communities they serve. When an ASC is new, it may
provide a limited number of activities and services.

As the need arises and

experience is gained, the ASC frequently broadens the scope of its services. Old or
new, all area service committees serve but one purpose:

to assist the groups in

carrying the N.A. message of recovery in whatever ways possible. Toward this end,
this is our pledge:

That no addict seeking recovery need die without having had

the chance to find a better way of life, from this day forward may we better
provide the necessary services.
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE REGIONAL SERVICE COMMITTEE

Over the years, the Regional Service Committee (RSC) has contributed
great ly to the growth of Narcotics Anonymous all over the world.

In many

instances the establishment of RSC's gave our scattered, isolated groups some form
of association through communication by linking them together for their common

welfare.

This unifying force has served us well as Narcotics Anonymous ha s

grown, for it has brought the message of N.A. recovery within reach of addicts
everywhere.

From the very beginning, the RSC was to playa very important role in the
development of our Fellowship. It was first outlined in the N.A. Tree and adopted
by the Fellowship in 1978 at the World Service Conference as the accepted service
structure of Narcotics Anonymous.

Mcmber·group·area -rcgion·world would serve

as the approved method for gathering the collective conscience of the Fellowship
and to bring our message to the genera l public by informing them of our existence
and purpose.
not changed.

Since that first publication the basics of our service structure have
However, the functioning of the individua l service units has

undergone various modifications.
In the first edition of the N.A. Tree, the Regiona l Committee was made up
of GSR's only, and the RSC was primarily responsib le for all H&I and public
information work through its subcommittees, allowing the area committees to
concentrate on Twelfth Step work by providing hotline s. sponsor lists. and by
encouraging new members.

The ASe was also the suggested service committee

where our service centers would be developed and literature stockpiled.

The

second edition of the N.A. Tree reflected some changes, including the creation of
the ASR position to take the place of GSR's attending the regional meeting.
The "B lue" Service Manual of Narcotics Anonymous was approved at wse
'79.

This manual made significant changes in world service responsibilities and

divided services between the ASC's and RSC's.

The ASe became primarily

responsible to attract addicts to the Program through public information work,
while the RSC's concentrated their efforts to bring the message to the addict
through H&I services. This Blue manual, with modifications, became what we now
know as the Temporary Working Guide to the Service Struc[Ure (TWGSS).
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The TWGSS has served the Fellowship s ince WSC '83. Through all the
changes adopted to the service manuals, the description of the RSC remained about
the same, with each region choosing the specific details of how it was to operate.
Through all these changes one thing has remained clear: the purpose and
function of our ASC's and RSC's are separate and distinct.

The ASC's do the

actual service work while the RSC's provide guidance and experience.

Many

regions and

their subcommittees have developed a system of assisting and

coordinating

the

service

efforts

of

area

subcommittees

opportunity to exchange information and experience.
hand,

have

concentrated

on

direct

services

by

providing

the

The Areas, on the other

through

the

efforts

of

its

subcommittees.
The regional conference meetings (outlined in this chapter) furthers this
concept.

It provides the opportunity for understanding and resolving common

problems experienced by service committees and groups, that mayor may not fit
into

the

specific

concerns

communication to a wider

of

subcommittees.

This

number of members and

means

more

direct

the chance for

better

comprehension and expression. These conferences also provide the opportunity for
the collective conscience of member areas and groups to give guidance on regional
matters and those affecting the worldwide Fellowship.
Today, we have a large number of regions in various stages of growth and
development. Examining their experiences we find a number of examples of what
has worked, and what hasn't.

Through the process of evaluating the actual

experience of our Fellowship and what has previously been written in our service
manuals, we have tried to combine the wisdom of the two with provisions for the
demands of a rapidly growing membership. In the years to come it is certain more
modifications will need to be made but the basic structural foundation is sound,
The Twelve Traditions.
The Twelve Traditions and how we, as a Fellowship, apply them to
ourselves are the framework our service committees work within.
Service in Narcotics Anonymous

The Guide to

will be the method we have accepted to provide

our services within that framework. The regions, areas, and groups in accordance
with our Fourth Tradition retain

the autonomy to choose for themselves specific

details and requirements to fit their individual needs.

In the past few years we

have been developing a wealth of expcrieneed and knowledgcable trusted servants.
It is their experience with the Steps and Traditions our RSC's will come to rely

upon, to guide them in the continuation and growth of the N.A. Fellowship.
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PURPQSE
The purpose of the Regional Service Committee is to support and encourage
the common welfare of its members, areas and groups by serving as a resource of
experience, and to provide the opportunity for the collective conscience of its areas
and groups to be expressed. This intermediate position in

OUf

structure is of great

importance, for it is the RSC that brings together and links our local services with

the worldwide services of Narcotics Anonymous.
Each

year

the RSC will

plan a

Regional Service Conferencc(s) and

encourage the participation of all the groups in the region. The general purpose of
these Conferences is to promote morc active and involved area service committees
and groups, and to share information and ideas within the region and with the
Fellowship as a whole.

This Conference should be well planned in advance and,

perhaps, take on the bener part of a weekend (actual scheduling should consider
the date of the World Service Con ference when planning).

They can either be

rotated or centralized in a convenient location, or held more than once a year
depending on the region's needs. A sample of a typical Conference format can be
found later in this chapter.
The combined experience and knowledge of the RSC can provide a positive
approach in resolving the difficulties common to newly forming groups, areas, and
service committees. Through trusted servant learning days and service workshops,
and the Regional Service Conference, they help familiarize GSR's and other group
members

with

the Twelve Traditions,

the N.A. service manual,

handbooks,

procedures, reports, and the overall benefits of N.A. service.
The RSC is also responsible for contacting and communicating with state,
provincial,

or

national

agencies.

The

RSC

and

its

subcommittees

provide

informati on ( literature, helpline numbers, meeting lists, etc.) about our program
and which direct services ( H&l panels, PI presentations) are available through the
services of the ASC's in the region.

Our service committees have two distinct

responsibilities; to the Fellowship they serve, and the community they service.
Usually, the RSC meets quarterly or every other month to conduct its
administrative business and for meetings of its subcommittees.
plans

the

agenda

by

cons ulting

with

committee

chairpersons and communicating with the ASR's.

The chairperson

members,

subcommittee

The agenda and minutes from

the previous RSC meeting are then distributed to all RSC members in advance,
allowing tim e to adequately prepare for the next meeting.
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Each Regional Service Committee should have some kind of guidelines to
insure that its services continue to be provided regardless of changes in officers or
representatives.
function,

These guidelines should describe the committee, its purpose and

membership,

officers

and

their

responsibilities,

provide

for

any

subcommittees that may be formed, and be comprehensive enough to allow the RSC
to function between meetings.
One of the first things an RSC should do is to establish a permanent
mailing address (a post office box is preferable) and register with the World
Service Office. Along with Ihis service committee registration, other information
such as a list of officers, minutes of your

RSC meetings, boundaries, active

helpline numbers, and a list of ASC's that are served should all be included. Once
you have registered your RSC you will receive publications such as The Fellowship
Report and the Newsline which give information about the activities of our World
Service boards and committees.
The Regional Service Committee also has an essential responsibility for
contributing to the continuation and growth of the Fellowship as a whole and the
health of our World Service Conference structure.
Representative (RSR) and

Each year a Regional Service

Alternate (RSR-ALT) are chosen,

to share

the

experience and concerns of their membership, and to participate in guiding our
world service efforts.

Many regions sponsor their representatives to the annual

Spring meeting of the World Service Conference (WSC) in

the Los Angeles area,

and to the WSC committee meetings held twice a year in different locations.
Ninety (90) days prior to the annual meeting of the WSC each registered RSC is
mailed the Conference Agenda Report. This report contains the issues of business
presented for action by the WSC Committees and Boards. Each region is requested
to give these proposals the widest possible review by their membership and provide
guidance to their RSR and RSR-Alternate on each issue. Often these suggestions,
ideas and proposals submitted by the WSC Committees, and subsequently acted on
by the Conference, have originated from RSCs. (For more information on this see
the section on WSC procedures).
The RSCs support the work of the World Service Conference in many ways.
Members of the RSC and its' subcommittees sometimes serve as participants on
WSC committees. The work of our WSC Committees and Boards is also supported
financially through the contributions of the RSC's.

Throughout the year these

committees are busy accomplishing the tasks given to them by the participants of
[he WSc.

This work benefits the efforts of all our members, groups, and service
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committees in the form of new literature, service handbooks, and recommending
better ways to carry the mcssage. In order to complete this important work,
adeq uate rcgional support is necessary.

Therefore, any excess funds accumulated

by the RSe's are contributcd directly to the wse Treasurer in accordance with the
approved fund flow system.

SUBCOMMITTEES
The

subcommittees

of

the

RSe

serve

the

common

needs

of

area

subcommittees and their specialized service interests. Exchanging information and
experience with ASe subcommittee members about our Twelve Traditions and
approved methods for providing services is an integral part of RSe subcommittee
functions.

Public Information, Policy, Hospitals and Institutions, Activities, and

Literature, are just some of the working subcommittees found at the RSe level.
It is important to remember that these subcommittees are responsible to the

RSe. Subcommittee chairpersons who are clected by the RSe, report to the Rse all
activities of the subcommittee since the last meeting. This will keep everyone well
informed and keep scheduling conflicts to a minimum.
The RSe subcommittees help coordinate and communicate the service
efforts of the ASe subcommittees within the region.

ASe subcommittees should

send a representative to the regular meeting of the RSe subcommittee to keep them
in formed of their local activities and share their experience with other area
subcommittee representatives. This will also support any regionwide service efforts
and keep them up to date on world service activities.
Each subcommittee formed by the RSe should have an adequate set of
guidelines outlining its purpose and function, membership, officers responsibilities,
schedule of meetings.

The approval of these guidelines should proceed the actual

forming of the subcommittee so that the subcommittee has a full understanding of
the work it is to accomplish.

When forming a new subcommittee adequate funds

should be available to support the commitment it is to achieve. The chairperson of
the subcommittee should be given all the appropriate handbooks, manuals, policies,
literature, and contact information that is relevant to the subcommittee's proposed
work.
The chairperson of each subcommittee shall be elected by the RSe at a
regular meeting.

Each RSC should develop a set of qualifications for the

subcommittee chairpersons according to the needs and availability of trusted
servants within the region. Some general qualifications should be: substantial
cleantime, experience with N.A. service on the area and group level,
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willingness and ability to serve, leadership and organizational skills.

Before each

nomination of a service position, the complete description and Qualifications
should be read.
From time to time. the RSC will be requested to assist the groups and areas
within its boundaries with their collective experience of. and sensitivity to, our
Twelve Traditions.

When the needs of the region call for special or temporary

committees, the RSC will appoint a committee of experienced members to pursue
the project. These committees are usually chaired by one of the ASR's and consist
of other ASR's and experienced members from throughout the region. The goals of
each committee are determined by the RSC who is also responsiblc for providing
support.
PARTICIPANTS
The Regional Service Committee is composed of all the ASR's from the Area
committees it serves, RSC officers and subcommittee chairpersons, who are
responsible for the administrative needs of the RSC.

These needs are usually

handled by the committee in regular RSC meetings. or in between or just prior to,
the regional Conference meeting.

The RSR and RSR-Alternate take part in all the

meetings and Conferences and assist in proposing agendas and issues for discussion.
Officers of the RSC consist of a

chairperson, vice-chairperson, secretary, and

treasurer, who are responsible for the administrative duties they may be assigned
and for facilitating meetings and conferences. Nominations for RSC officers
should be open to all qualified member within the region.
Participants of the Regional Service Conference meeting should include the
GSR's as voting members also. This is especially valuable when choosing the RSR
and RSR-Alternate, and for deciding issues presented in the WSC Conference
Agenda Report, which is distributed ninety (90) days before the annual WSC
meeting in the Spring.
ACTIV ITIES
Besides

the

normal

activities

necessary

to

facilitate

meetings

and

conferences (see section on RSC meetings), the RSC is responsible for large-scale
activities, bringing together all the members in the region.

These events promote

unity and harmony by celebrating our mutual recovery in Narcotics Anonymous.
We find this attitude best expressed in conventions, campouts, and other such
gatherings.

These activities take a considerable amount of planning. scheduling,
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and participation of members. who understand the business aspects and recovery
concerns of such events.
Regional Services Committees have accomplished the goals of these events in
severa l ways, either with a continuing involvement of experienced members, or by
appointing new members and providing guidance. Sites can be rotated from area
to area, giving different members the opportunity of hosting these events.
Guidelines for such events can be obtained through the WSO.

WHEN SERVICES NEED EXPANDING
New regions should take great care not to proceed too hastily with their
development of services.

Careful planning may avoid the difficulties often

experienced with a growing Fellowship. First, determine if there is a definite need
for creating new services or expanding the current service structure. Consult with
the areas and groups that arc served and listen carefully to their concerns and
suggestions. Try to build your new or additional services on a strong foundation
of existing services.

If it is not necessary to have a functioning subcommjuee or

its work has been completed, dissolve it. Concentrate your efforts on improving the
opportunity for personal recovery and all your se rvice efforts will benefit as a
result ..

SERVICE CENTERS
As our Fellowship has grown, so has the necessity for more localized
inventory and distribution centers.
known

These centers have been more commonly

as offices and have served the Fellowship in many ways.

The first and

perhaps most obvious function of these centers is to more efficiently serve the N.A.
groups and the local communities.

The second is to function as a central

communication point for our service committees.
The operation of our service centers is usually the responsibility of the
service committee that creates it, but usually maintained by electing or appointing
members to serve on a board of directors. Once guidelines have been adopted for
the service committee or board, the RSC should begin to search for individuals to
serve on the board. This process of finding qualified members is important to the
continuing operation of the service center because of the necessity for prudent
business management. This is not to say that the only people qualified for serving
on the Board need to be businessmen, but that the board members have sufficient
experi ence among themselves to soundly operate a business. guided by the Twelve
Traditions and keeping in mind the spiritual nature of our fellowship.
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( As we expand to meet the needs of our growing

Fellowship, we may find

it necessary to establish these service centers on a more localized basis as part of
an area committee function as well.

However, it is important that the existing

services do not suffer as a result of supporting these Fellowship service centers.
Careful planning is important. To better understand the function of our Fellowship
service centers, guidelines are available through the WSO to assist your committee
in developing and operating such a service center.

SUPPORTING THE REGIONAL COMMITTEE
As with

any service

body

in

Narcotics

Anonymous, the

RSC

substantia l financial support from its participati ng areas and groups.

needs

When an

area service committee has met its financial obligations includi ng its prudent
reserve, they shou ld contribute the ex eess funds to the RSC as a matter of course,
in the spirit of the Seventh Tradition.
Funds generated as part of our Seventh Tradition are just as important to
our services as it is to our groups.

In order to provide the necessary services we

must be responsible to adequately support them through regular contributions.
Fellowship activities have customari ly passed on any excess monies to service
committees also. Although, we may wish to continue this practice it would be
unwise to become overly dependent on

these activities as a prime source of

financial support. This ensures our Fellowship the freedom to decide for itself the
course of future service efforts, without the sometimes burdensome influences of
fund raising or other such activities.

COMMITTEE OffiCERS
The officers elected to provide the region with effective leadership should
have the ability to organize and provide direction for the Regional Service
Committee efforts. Our experience has shown that their enthusiasm and knowledge
can go a long way in contributing to the success of the committee.

Committee

officers and other trusted servants are most effective when they serve as living
examples of the N.A. Program.

By sharing their example with other members and

demonstrating how service has enhanced their personal lives, we will ensure that
Narcotics Anonymous will be ably and effectively served for now and in the
future.
It

is

the

duty

of

the

RSC

officers

to

provide

guidance,

support,

understanding and act as a resource with the region. The RSR and RSR·AIt. share
with the officers, the duty of disseminating information from World Services and
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the rest of the N.A. Fellowship to the region they serve.

This allows for the

broadest overview of the challenge to take place while ensuring unity.

CHAIR PERSON
The qualifications most frequently associated with this position include 3
minimum of four to five years clean, N.A. service experience on the group aod
area

level,

time

and

resources

to

fulfHl

the

commitment,

understanding of the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions.

and

a

sound

Leadership and

organizational skills, along with good planning ability, have proven to be most
successful assets for a good chairperson.
One

of

the

most

important

responsibilities

a

chairperson

has

is

communication, both within the region and with other RSC's and world services.
Arranging for the agenda and overseeing the distribution of minutes and reports
for the meetings and conferences are just part of the communication efforts.
Keeping in close contact with other committee members and assisting the areas by
providing information and experience are some of the others.
Conducting regional meetings and conferences in an orderly manner with a
firm but loving hand, and keeping the meeting focused on one issue at a time is a
most effective function of the chairperson.

Sensitivity. tolerance, a sense of

humor, patience and understa nding arc especially important during the course of
the meeting and even outside of the meeting.

VICE-CHAIRPERSON
The RSC subcommittees arc primarily overseen and coordinated by the vicechairpcrson. Besides these duties, the v ice-chairperson serves as the liaison to any
service boards created by the RSC such as Convention Board or Service Center
Board. In this way, the RSC can stay on top of the activities of each board.
It is cssential that this position be filled by a member who has virtually the

same qualifications rcquired of the chairpcrson,
and should

bc prepared

3S

the vice-chairperson is expected

to step in and assume

the

responsibilities of

thc

chairperson or an RSC subcommittee chairperson at any time.

SECRETARY
An active sccretary will inspire enthusiasm and intcrest in the RSC through
his or her dedication. Their position is vital in keeping a high level of interest in
the work of the committec and, through the compilation of the minutes of
meetings, in keeping a sense of order to the business of the committee.

Working

closely with the chairperson, the secretary assists with correspondence, record
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keeping and

maintaining any archives material.

Skills should

include

the

understanding or what is and isn't important to include in the minutes, gcneral
orrice and clerical experience, at least three to rour years clcan, prior experience
in N.A. service, and the time and rcsourccs necessary ror the job.
TREASURER

The position or treasurer in N.A . service is always a very sensitive one since
he or she is responsible ror handling the regions runds, disbursing and collecting,
and keeping accurate records or all runding transactions.

For these reasons it is

nccessary ror the treasurer to have some background skills in bookkeeping and / or
accounting, rour years cleantime, prior N.A. service experience, and a good track
record of responsibility to service commitments.
An important part of the treasurer's responsibilities is to bring about an
understanding of the need ror financial support of RSC activities. Keeping the
groups and areas aware of our Seventh Tradition and rund flow system and how it
benefits the important work or our Fellowship services is another part of the
treasurer's duties.

For more dctailed inrormation regarding this service position

sec the pamphlct, the Treasurer's Halldbook.
THE REGIONAL SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE
The position of
commitment.

RSR

is often a very

time·consuming

but fulrilling

Every potential RSR and RSR·AIt nominee should review the

demands of the position and consult with their sponsor, family, and especially past
RSR's to understand the challenge.

The responsibilities associated with this

position reduces the time spent with family, friends, recovery meetings, and work
related obligations.

This commitment often results in having to delay other plans

(continuing education, career development, etc.) until the term of service is
completed. The long·term benerits of such service truly

e~~eed

the shorHerm

sacrifices, but these sacrifices arc real and should be considered prior to accepting
the responsibility .
Despite the varied and in·depth responsibilities, the potential RSR and
RSR·Alternate need not be intimidated by the challenge. The job can be done and
done effectively.

Probably every N.A. member ever elected to this position has at

one time or another, relt inadequate and anxious about their responsibilities. This
is Quite common but as we proceed with rulfilling our obligations we find there is
suppon at every turn in the nature of emotional, spiritual, and informational
resources.
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The term is two ycars; onc ycar is scrvcd as RSR-Altcrnatc and one year as
RSR.

Due to the challenge of thc RSR and RSR-Alternate positions, it is strongly

rccommendcd that the candidate have five years cleantime, a solid foundation of
experience with the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions. previous N.A. service
experiencc in area
communicate.

and

regional committees, and

the ability

to effectively

The Qualifications of the position of RSR-Aiternate parallels that

of RSR, as they will be sharing many of the responsibilities.
The RSR and RSR-Alternate upon their election, should contact the WSC
Administrative committee through the World Service Office. This initial contact is
important and

should be done as soon as possible, as mueh of the communication

regarding world service activities is rcported directly to the RSR and RSR-Alt. The
RSR should also familiarize himself with the resources of N.A. world services at
this time, so that he / shc may contact the most appropriate services for information
regarding important Questions from the membership, which come up from time to
time.
The RSR and RSR-Alternatc should try to attend as many

activities

within the region as possible and kecp on top of the issues and concerns of thc
membership. Many long hours are spent sharing information with individuals,
groups, and service committees at these activities which in turn helps the RSR to
provide better service to the Fellowship.
The World Servicc Conferencc held in the Spring, in the Los Angeles, Calif.,
area,

lasts for one week, and the hours can extend from 9:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M.

Preparation for the Conference is a ycar around responsibility and includes
communication with and awareness of local needs and concerns, familiarization
with world services, close review of the Conference Agenda Report, the service
manual, and the past two or three final reports from the Conference. This week, in
particular,

will

be

both exhausting and exhilarating, so

physical, mental,

emotional, and spiritual preparation is a must.
The RSR also prepares a report to the Conference.

This report should

reflect the actual struggles, successes, and learning experiences of the region.
report should be read to the RSC before presentation at the Conference.

This
At the

Conference, a summary of this written report is given verbally by the RSR to the
rest of the participants.
The RSR, when participating at the Conference. not only represents a
certain section of the N.A. Fellowship, but also represents thc best intcrcsts
N.A. as a wholc.

of

This is in conjunction with the spiritual principles of our First
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and Fourth Traditions. which encourage us to reach beyond our personal wants and
needs to the needs of our Fellowship as a whole. This is sometimes difficult, but
we must broaden our horizons to understand the importance of our common
welfare in Narcotics Anonymous.
The RSR and RSR-Alternate participate as members of a World Service
Conference Committee, though not the same one. These committees are where a lot
of the actual work gets initiated and finalized before coming to the Conference as
a whole. This committee expcrience gives them new insights to the issues affecting
N.A. as a whole. Most WSC committees meet in quarterly workshops and RSR
attendancc is both beneficial to the committee and the Fellowship they serve.
Due to

the

demands

of

these

positions,

we should

not

place

these

responsibilities on anyone's shoulders for a longer period than one term. It is also
a good idea nOt to re-elect a previous RSR as RSR or RSR-Alternate.

Our

Fellowship is now large enough, to offer new service experiences to those
qualified, and re-election denies both the past RSR's and potential new candidates
of these most rewarding opportunities.
FORMING NEW REGIONS
Each region should conform to established boundaries, equivalent to state,
territorial, provincial, or national

boundaries, unless there are extraordinary

circumstances to the contrary.
Extraordinary conditions under which divisions shall be considered to
establish multiple regions within the existing boundaries arc restricted to large
N.A. populations. great geographic distances, specific legal concerns, or such
diversity of language or custom so as to impede effective, direct communication.
Regional boundaries may be re-formed after the petition for re-formation has been
given substantial consideration and approval.
As the Narcotics Anonymous population of a region grows to the point
where the RSR and other trusted servants can no longer provide adequate service
and communication. it

may become necessary to form

new regions.

When

considering this action, evcry cffort should be made to determine if (he existing
problems warrant (he creation of a new region or if they could be resolved by
improving the existing structure or by adding new local services.
PROCEDURE fOR NEW REGIONS
Each application

is considered on

its own

merit.

Upon

receiving

notification from the region, the WSC Policy Committee provides a form to be
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filled in by the RSR, requesting information on the current structure and past
history of the service committees within the region.

Geographical and N.A.

population data, pattern of growth, attendance at service meetings, minutes of
those meetings, reporting procedures, financial statements, and the adequacy of the
local structure are all imponant issues that are asked about in this form.

The

addition of new regions should be given careful consideration within the existing
region, with special attention given to resolving obvious problems within the local
service structure.
I.

All the groups within the region are notified in advance by the regional
committee of the neccssity--both pros and cons--in order to make a sound
decision for the re-formation of the region.

Two-thirds majority of the

Regional Service Conference should agree that this request for reformation
is appropriate before the RSC petitions for change to the WSC Policy
Committee.
2.

The information from the form will be reviewed by the full WSC Policy
Committee, who will work directly with the RSR and RSC to obtain any
further information.

Suggestions and recommendations may be offered to

the requesting region as to possible options that exist.

A report of the

information will then be made at the annual meeting of the WSC.
3.

Upon the presentation of this information from the WSC Policy committee
and the RSR from that respective region, the participants of the World
Service Conference will decide the issue of an additional Regional Service
Conference by a two-thirds vote of approval.

4.

The addition of the new region will take effect upon the close of the World
Service Conference at which its application is approved,

RSC MEETING
This meeting is for the purpose of administrating the normal business
activities of the RSC. It should be held on a regular basis during the year.

The

business of the region is discussed including reports from the officers, activities of
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the subcommittees and boards, finances, plans for next RSC meeting and/or the
Regional Service Conference, etc.
her respective area.

Each ASR also discusses the activities of his or

The summary of these reports is then

prepared and

communicated within the region through written reports and presented directly to
the ASC's by the ASR or ASR-Alternate.
Electing new officers of the RSC or its subcommittees should be scheduled
during one of the regular meetings of the RSC. Notification should be sent well in
advance of the planned election meeting so that interested, qualified members may
attend.
PLANNING FOR THE REG IONAL SERVICE CONFERENCE
1.

The chairperson consulting with the members of the RSC selects the date of
the conference and discusses the proposed agenda items.

2.

Notification is sent out to all the groups and ASe's in the region, advising
them to send their service representatives. Information on place, time, date,
and other arrangements is sent out with the notification.

3.

The

chairperson

consulting

with

the

ASRs,

committee

officers,

and

subcommittee chairpersons prepares the agenda paying particular notice to
issues commonly affecting groups and areas in

their service efforts.

Consulting with the RSR and Alternate also will make the committee aware
of any business from our World Services that need attention.
4.

Proper planning and organization by RSC members will provide those in
attendance with an interesting and smoothly run conference.

The schedule

of the Conference(s) should take into consideration the calendar of events
of the WSC. Accurate minutes arc kept of the whole meeting.
5.

The

most

important

aspect

to

emphasize

for

the

Regional

Service

Conference, is its primary purpose: to gather the collective conscience of the
region

and

to select

the representative

(RSR)

to the

World

Service

Conference.
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THE REGIONAL SERVICE CONFERENCE
SESSION ONE

The session begins with everyone assembled. A roll call is usually taken or
service representatives

asked to sign in so they may be recorded as attending.

3TC

The RSC presents a summary on the administrative activities of the region and a
short question·and-answer period follows each report.
Ir the RSR or Alternate is to be chosen at the session, the eJection process is

the next agenda item. All members of the RSC are eligible and arc automatically
placed in nomination unless they decline.

All GSR's and RSC members may vote.

A paper ballot is used and the process is continued until a nominee receives twothirds support of those included in the roll call as eligible to cast ballots.
The RSR or Alternate then gives a rcpor[ on recent activities of our World
Services boards and committees and allows time to answer questions.
Any subcommittees

that

have

issues or

reports

to

bring

before

the

Conference arc recognized.
General sharing time is alloned; any issues, problems, suggestions, or
criticisms from the GSR's regarding RSC activities are heard.
SESSION TWO--SUBCOMMITTEES
Each

RSC

subcommittee

anu

board

will

information with any interested GSR's or other
subcommittee's area of work.

meet

membcr ~

separately

to

share

.Ind discuss that specific

New approaches, common problems, how to get

involved, improving services, are just some of the topics discussed during this
session.
SESSION THREE--- THE CONFERENCE SESSION
The Conference Session is where everyone gets to contribute their "say" to
what's happening in N.A. Local issues and other matters that affect the Fellowship
as a whole are discussed by everyone who wants to speak.
members who are usually less willing to address a
opportunity to be heard.

Hopefully, even those

meeting will

take this

Opinions arc voiced in a supporrive atmospherc without

the need to defend what ha s been said.
Sometimes the Conference Sessi on will bc planned to address speciric issues
or concerns common to the areas or groups.

"How to Raise Interest in

"Promoting an Atmosphere or Recovery in Our

Meeting s, ~

Service,~

"Group Conscience and

It's Relationship to the Trusted Servant," are just a rew or the topics that a
Conrerenee Session could address.
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In order to racilitate some discussions in the Conrerence Scssion more
appropriately, you may want to break up into smaller groups to discuss each item
thoroughly and choose a spokesperson to address the rull Conrerence with what
each smaller group has discussed. (Sometimes these smaller groups are actually all
the representatives rrom a speciric arca or you may prerer to mix it up.)

This

allows ror a large number or people to take an active part in our group conscience
process and provides our trusted servants with an opportunity to listen and sense
the concerns or the region.
(Ninety days prior to the annual World Service Conrerence each regional
committee is mailed a Conrerence Agenda Report. This report contains the issues
that have been developed by WSC committees, trustees, the WSO, and sometimes
regional committees, during the past year.

These reports contain important

inrormation on the issues to be considered during the WSC, held in the spring or
each year. The Fellowship is asked to review these items thoroughly and to express
their concerns in a Conrerence Session especially set aside ror this purpose.

Each

RSC will want to plan ahead to determine the best way to distribute the
inrormation and collect the conscience of its areas and groups.)
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CHAPTER SIX
WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE

The World Service Conference serves as the framework upon which the
Fellowship has evolved for making decisions for N.A. as a whole. However, it was
not always that way.

For sixteen years after the first meeting started in 1953,

there was not even an area service committee.

Until 1969 the groups existed in a

loose association with onc another, working together, but without the formalized
relationship we know today. Growing into that first area service committee was a
gradua l process.
As the number of groups increased and many were started in p laces distant
from the Los Angeles area, discussions began to arise about a structure for the
Fellowship.

There were concerns about a structure because everyone seemed to

have different ideas of how it should be.
That first area committee was staned in Southern California because there
were enough addicts and meetings close together.

This area service committee

served the Southern Ca l ifornia area and a considerable distance beyond. The a rea
committee had a rocky start and was the scene of many loud and strongly felt
disagreements.
Among the actions taken the first year was the decision
convention.

to hold a

Even though the Fellowship was relatively small, it was decided

call the Convention the World Convention for Narcotics Anonymous.

(0

The event

was a rousing success, bringing participants from all over the Fellowship.

This

first large gathering also accelerated the discussions about a structure and
discussions ensued about having a World Service Conference in a manner similar to
A.A.

As time passed , more groups were staned in more cities in other states.
Northern California decided in 1971 that they had grown enough to start an area
service committee, and did so.

In 1972 serious discussions began on the idea of

creating a structure for a conference composed of representatives from around the
Fellowship.

Work was begun in 1973 on the draft of a document that might be

considered as the framework from which the Conference, when held, might be
organized.
The first World Service Conference was held in 1976 in conjunction with
Narcotics Anonymous's Sixth World Convention in Ventura, California.

That

Conference established an Adhoc Committee of representatives of the Fellowship,
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to review and revise the service structure that had beeD proposed for Narcotics
Anonymous in The N.A. Tree.
The Adhoc Committee presented the results of their efforts for group
conscience decision at N.A.'s first World Service Conference held independent from
World Conventions. That Conference occurred in the Spring of 1978 in Van Nuys,
California.

The Conference accepted the draft but referred it along with other

suggestions and input to the newly established World Service Conference Literature
Committee for finalization.
The Literature Committee work was completed and presented

to the

Fellowship for approval at the World Service Conference held in the spring of
1979.
The Conference is more than simply a meeting of trusted servants, yet it is
not quite the government within Narcotics Anonymous, as some believe. The World
Service Conference does have certain duties and responsibilities as they relate to
matters and issues which affect our Fellowship as a whole.

Issues which have

impact on our entire Fellowship are examined and studied by the appropriate WSC
Standing Committee or Service Board. The Fellowship as a whole utilizes the WSC
as the vehicle for making decisions on matters which affeet our Fellowship
Worldwide.

These duties and responsibilities have been shaped by the Fellowship

through the trials of experience and our understanding of the Twelve Traditions.
We find in the Traditions all of the parameters which form the purpose,
pattern and duties 0 the Conference. For example. Traditions Nine, ION. A., as such,
ought never be organized; but we may create service boards or committees directly
responsible to those they serve" is one of the foundations upon which the
Conference has relied when shaping and outlining its duties. This Tradition seems
to many non-addicts to be contradictory, yet it speaks clearly to the method for
arranging the Conference and the relationship of the Conference to the members
of the N.A. Fellowship.
The ultimate authority in Narcotics Anonymous is a "loving God as He may
express Himself in our group conscience."

One of the functions of the World

Service Conference is to serve as the element through which Fellowship-wide group
conseience is expressed. The Conference has sometimes been described as a general
deliberative assembly of the Fellowship.

While this may sound correct in an

organizational sense, because the Conference meets, the members make motions and
vote on them, it is not correct in the sense that the members attending as voting
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participants have power in and of themselves.

The authority delegated to the

World Service Conference is the expression of Fellowship conscience.
The

WSC

is

comprised

of

an

Administrative

Committees, Service Boards and RSR's/ RSR·Alternate.

Committee,

Standing

Voting participants at the

WSC consist of Regional Service Representatives, Officers, Standing Committee
Chairpersons, the Chairperson of the WSO Board of Directors and members of the
Board of Trustees.
The Conference holds three (3) meetings each year; an annual meeting and
two workshop meetings in July and October. The annual meeting may last up to a
week; however, the planning and implementation associated with the Conference is
a year round proposition.

The location and dates for the Conference workshop

meetings are determined by the Administrative committee and announced at the
annual meeting of the Conference. These Conference workshops have one primary
objective and that is to allow the Conference Committees to continue work on the
tasks assigned to them. Onc of the benefits of a rotating workshop system is that
there is opportunity for the Fellowship in the host city to interact with the trusted
servants of the Conference and their Commiuees.

An additional benefit is that

world level trusted servants learn first hand what is happening in the Fellowship
at the host region and benefit from that association.

All of the voting Committee

participants and selected staff members of the World Service Office attend each of
these Conference workshop meetings.
The annual meeting is always held within the Los Angeles area in order to
utilize the staff and facilities of the World Service Office and to have access to
the records and archives of the Fellowship which are stored at the World Service
Office. The World Service Office is responsible for the logistical planning of the
Conference itself. arranging for supplies. equipment and special services that the
Conference might need.
THE ANNUAL WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE MEETING

The Annual meeting of the WSC is generally held in the Spring of each year
and the workload is such that a week is set aside for this conference.
We have learned and grown from the experiences of past Conferences.
experimented

with

different

policies and

organization of the Conference.

procedures

for

participation

We
and

And each year has disclosed weakness and

strengths that improved conferences held in subsequent years.
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procedures of the Conference shown on the following pages reflect the best
experience from
schedule.

prior conferenccs.

However, we try to build in some flexibility in order to handle

unexpected situations.
early.

Our workload almost always taxes our

If any session concludes early the next session is started

When a session is found to be running late, discussion often has to be

curtailed.
Conferences have proven to be both exhilarating and exhausting.

At the

Conference, the future of the Fellowship is shaped through actions of Fellowship
conscience on proposals that had been submitted to the Fellowship.
The annual World Service Conference usually begins with a welcoming
session which includes introductions of participants, a welcoming speaker,
regional reports.

and

This is followed by a general sharing session during which the

voting participants are afforded

the opportunity to share the concerns and

problems facing the Conference and the Fellowship.
On the second day. committee meetings are held for each of the standing
Committees and special Committees.

These meetings provide opportunity for

detailed discussion concerning suggestions, questions, and problems that have been
submitted concerning the Committees proposals and new items relative to the
Committees area of responsibility.

AI the end of the session each Committee

prepares a report concerning every item discussed.

For every item that involves

more than one Commiltee, each Committee will separately review the item and
make

recommendation

responsibility.

concerning

the

part

that

is

within

their

area

of

The World Service Boards may also elect to have meetings at this

time to address issues within their scope of responsibility.
After the Committee sessions, the first general meeting is held. This session
provides time for each of the officers of the Conference, Committee chairpersons,
Trustees, and World Service Office to present written and oral reports of their
activities during the year.

At this lime also, written reports arc presented on the

discussions and actions taken in the Committee meeting session that preceded the
report session.

This is whcn mosl of the work is done.

The voting participants

interact with the Committee chairpersons and other trusted servants concerning
various aspects of the reports given.

Motions are made, debated and disposed of

according to the procedures of the Conference.

At the end of this session all of

the work received prior to the Conference will have been disposed of by action
from the Committee or the Conference or included in the work the Committee will
schedule to accomplish in the coming year.
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The next session is for elections, at which time nominations are opened for
the various world level positions.

Elections are held and the new trusted servants

introduced to the Conference. The procedure for elections is discussed later in this
chapter.
Following completion of elections, the next session is a new Committee
meeting session.

At this time the outgoing Committee officers and committee

members meet jointly with the incoming officers and Committee members. This is
a general planning session during which plans are discussed and outlined for work
to be accomplished during the ensuing twelve months.

The Committee returns to

the next general session with a repor t including proposed plans for the committee
that will be acted on by the full conference.
The final session, usually on the last day of the Conference is another
general session during which unfini shed business or new business can be addressed.
It is during this session that each Committee submits their proposed work program

and budget for the following twelve months.

When the work is completed the

Conference closes until the following year.
The workshop meetings of the Conference are held according to a different
format than the annual meeting. There is usually an opening session which may
include an inspirational speaker from the Fellowship. Because no general session is
held wherein voting for the whole conference is conducted, the rest of the meeting
is devoted to meetings of the various Committees and service boards.

The

committecs may meet separately to work on issues related to their own area of
responsibility or jointly to work on problems related to other Committees. It is at
these sessions that the majority of the productive work of each Committee is
accomplished. The chairpersons and members present reports and proposals which
the Committee examines, debates. changes and finalizes in the form of proposed
policies, procedures, new pamphlets, handbooks and other tools that can be used by
the Fellowship.
In order to have the most productive workshop sessions, the work to be
considered is mailed to the appropriate Committee members in advance, at the time
notice of the workshop is given.

The workshop meetings are held in July and

October and are where most of the basic work of the Committee is done .

New

input is worked on, new proposals are received and the formulation of final drafts
of reports and policies are generated.

The material completed at the October

workshop by each Committee is then made available to the Fellowship in the
Conference Agenda Report.

The Conference Agenda Report is sent to each
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confcrence participant not less than 90 days prior to the date of the conference.
All Committee members arc responsible to be present at each workshop where their
Committee will hold a meeting.

Other members of the Fellowship are invited to

attend these workshop sessions and observe the Committee working but should not
participatc or votc.
A January administrative meeting is held for the chairpersons of the
standing committees, service boards and the officers of the Conference to review
the final report from each committee and board before it is published in the
Conference Agenda Report.

It also serves as a planning session for the April

Conference and to prepare the budget for the upcoming confercnce year.
It should

be emphasized that the Conference is not a political body,

demanding a completely rigid formula of representation. If this were the principle
followed, each voting participant would have to represent an equal number of
members or groups or in other ways reflect the representative equality that such
~direct

representation" concepts wou ld call for.
The Fellowship has learned that lengthy cleantime, broad experience in

service and a good personal understanding of the Steps and Traditions 3re the best
foundations for world level service.

The requirements for election to various

service positions at the area, region a nd at world level attest to the importance of
that expcriencc, strength and hope.

The Fellowship very early recognized the

importance of retaining that experience as part of the decision making that does
occur at the World Service Conference.
The WSC officers, WSC Committee Chairpersons, members of the World
Service Board of Trustees, and WSO Board of Director members are generally well
informed, experienced members of the Conference.

These positions bring with

them a requirement for various and significant lengths of cleantime.

Generally

spcaking Icngthy cleantime has a positive impact on judgment and decision-making.
These trusted scrvants gcnerally travel throughout the Fcllowship in the conduct of
their dutics and have a broader perspective of the Fellowship from that experience.
They are the members most directly involved in the Fellowship-wide work being
done by the Conference and usually have more speeific knowledge of the issues
being presented.
The Fellowship created a WSO to handle our business affairs and to
facilitate N.A. services. The office needed to bc separate from the Fellowship. yet
at the same time accountable through our Service Structure.

The Fellowship,

through the WSC, created a Service Board, "The WSO Board of Directors- to be
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accountable to the Fellowship through the WSc.

To provide for adequate

interaction between the World Service Office and the Fellowship, a representative
of the Board of Directors of the World Service Of rice is included as a voting
participant of the Conference.
producti ve arrangement.

This has been found to be a valuable and

The Office Directors and staff have experience and

service knowledge which may facilitate many of the decisions the Conferences
needs to make.

With a representative Crom the Of nee as a voting member of the

Conference there is the ability to have that experience and knowledge easily
accessible to the Conference and provides opportunity for closer service by the
Office.
The Chairperson of the World Service Conference is the presiding officer of
the Conference and when presiding docs not vote except to make or break a tic
vote or to cast a vote in a roll call vote.

When the Vice-Chairperson is acting as

the presiding orricer at the Conference, he/s he similarly does not vote except to
make or break a tic vote or cast a vote in a roll call vote.

Other individuals are

not authorized to participate in the Conference without a 2/3 vote of approval by
the Conference, except for the participation of a parliamentarian , the Executive
Director of the World Service Office and guest speakers.

These exceptions have

been found to be essential for reasonable and proper operation of the Conference.
In the absence of the elected regional service representative from any region, the
alternate regional service representati ve is recognized to perform the duties of the
RSR's and to participate and vote in place of the RSR.
The decision making process of our World Service Conference needs to
reflect all the necessary characteristics, checks and balances, sectional influences,
experience, strengths, and hopes that are, N.A. as a whole. In order to accomplish
this. the participants of the Conference are both regional representatives (who
usually serve for a year) and world service trusted servants (who usually serve for
an extended time period). To reflect the appropriate balance between the two, the
WSC maintains a 2/ 3 majority of RSRs to the remaining participants of the
Conference. This relationship insure s that our WSC decisions have the best possible
knowledge, experience, and understanding to guide our Fellowship in all it s
affairs.
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ELECTIONS AT THE CONFERENCE

An important part of the annual meeting of the Conference is the election
of trusted servants to serve at the world level.

Experience has shown that

considerable care has to be exercised in the selection of world level trusted

servants.
The system now provides for a Nominating Committee responsible for
providing information to the WSC participants on submitted nominees whom are
most likely, based on past experience in service. to capably serve the Fellowship in

world level service.
The Conference elects the following trusted servants who must be present to
be elected:
A.
B.
C.

D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

A Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson, and Treasurer of the Conference.
A Chairperson for these Standing Committee: Policy. Literature.
Public Information, Hospitals and Institutions. and Group Services.
A Vice-Chairperson for these Standing Committee:
Policy,
Literature, Public Information, Hospitals and Institutions, and Group
Services.
Two members to the International Fellowship Committee.
Four members to the Nominating Committee.
Trustees
Three members to the World Service Board of Directors.
Three members to the reserve pool for directors of the World Service
Board of Directors.

The Conference may also elect other members or individuals to Adhoc,
special or new Committees if such arc created and their election is provided
for.
The elections are held for each position separately.
The acceptance of responsibility as a world level trusted servant can be

disastrous if rushed or if sandwiched on top of other service commitments at the
area or region. Experience has proven that the tendency to serve as an RSR and
also as a vice-chairperson or chairperson of a WSC committee has created terrible
results for the individual, the region. and for the success of world level services.
Some have attempted to remedy this problem by resigning from their position as an
RSR. This has frequently left the region with

problems of continuity and

inadequate service experience. It is important to fulfill

our obligation and

commitments to those we serve prior to accepting another service position,
especially at the world level.
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All members meeting the requirements for service in any of the positions
listed above can be nominated. The nomin:ltion becomes official when made at the
Conference.

Upon acceptance of nomination, the individual resigns from every

conflicting service position.
The terms of office for all of the officers listed in A, B, C, D, and H, shall
be for one year from the close of the Conference meeting at which they are elected
to office. Every individual elected to a position in paragraphs A, B, C, D, and H,
may be reelected for a successive term of office without having had to discontinue
service in their present position and without having to leave service for one year.
Those

members

currently

serving

in

each

position

will

automatically

be

renominated by the Nominating Committee if they desire to continue service for a
second term of office. The Fellowship has found that there should be rotation in
world level service positions, therefore a member cannot be renominated for a
third term of service in the same position.

DUTIES OF OFFICER ELECTED BY THE CONFERENCE
The officers of the Conference shall be the Conference Chairperson,
Conference Vice·Chairperson, and the Conference Treasurer. The basic purpose of
standing committees arc to collect, clarify, define, and articulate the decisions that
the Fellowship must make within their specific areas of concern.
through

their

meetings,

collect

data

from

the

Fellowship.

Committees,
and

prepare

recommendations for thc Fellowship that Can receive final deliberation at the
World Service Conference.

The Committees are advisory rather than decision

making in their nature as trusted servants of the Fellowship.
The World Scrvice Conference is an important part of the Fellowship
because it affects every aspect of the Fellowship, from the member right through
every level of service. These world level trusted servants help shape the activities
of the Fellowship through their spiritual leadership, insight to the needs of the
Fellowship and their administrative abilities.

Although the following descriptions

of major duties of world level trusted servants portrays many of the aspects of
each position, any such list would be confusing and lengthy if every separate
responsibility was listed which covered their duties for every separate situation
that they may find themselves involved with for the Fellowship.
necessarily short.

So the list is

But trusted servants arc expected to exercise restraint in
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judgment while basing their actions on spiritual application of the principles of

N.A.
CHAIRPERSON

OF

THE

WORLD

The Chairperson

SERVICE CONFERENCE:

responsible for general administration of world level services.

is

While the WSC

Chairperson does not have direct supervisorial responsibility for the activities of
the Conference Service Boards (World Service Board of Trustees and WSO Board of
Directors), dialogue between those service boards and the WSC Chairperson is vital.
Our Service Boards were created by the Fellowship and are responsible and
accountable to our Fellowship through the WSc.

At first glance one might

conclude that World Services is made up of three distinct elements.
Service Board of Trustees, and WSO.
realistic view of this situation.

WSC, World

Further examination allows for a more

The WSC is in fact a single entity consisting of

service boards and committees. While each Service Board and Committee has areas
of specific interest and responsibility all arc responsible and accountable to the
Fellowship as a whole through the WSc. A greater discussion of the purposes and
roles of our World Service Boards will be found in subsequent chapters.
The

Chairperson

Chairpersons and
Committees.

works

with

each

of

their Committees to accomplish

the

Conference

Committee

the separate tasks of the

The Chairperson helps the Committees with programs and activities

that encompass more than one Committee area of responsibility and monitors
expenditures within budgets of the Committees and concurs or docs not concur
with proposed budget changes within individual Committee budget allocations.
Additional allocations may be authorized when necessary and funds are otherwise
available upon concurrence of the Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson and Treasurer of
the World Service Conference.

The World Service Conference Chairperson with

advice from Committee chairpersons and the chairperson of the World Service
Board of Trustees. establishes the location and agenda for the annual meeting and
each of the workshop meetings.

The Chairperson establishes the agenda for the

Conference, arranges for such administrative duties related to the Conference as
may be necessary and serves as presiding officer of the Conference.

The

Chairperson monitors the activities and meetings of each Committee and if it shall
be necessary for the best interests of the Fellowship assists directly in the
operation of Committees if or when the Committee chairperson and / or vicechairperson fail to properly administrate the affairs of the Committee.

As

Chairperson of the Administrative Committee of the Conference, appoints special
Committees and makes appointments to such Committees as may be directed by the
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Confe rence or this service manual and arranges for action of the Administrative
Committee to concur or withhold concurrence to vice·chairpersons of Committees
to succeed as Chair person of a Committce when the chairperson of the Committee
resigns or othe r wise fails to discharge the duties of the Office.
The Vice·Chairperson

VICE-CHAIRPERSON OF THE WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE:

assists the Chairperson in the discharge of the responsibilities of the Conference.
oversees activities of the Committees under the direction of the c hairperson and
other duties as may be assigned by the Chairperson.

In t he event of the

resignation, incapacitation or failure of the Chairperson to perform the duties of
Chai rperson. the Vice·Chairperson assu mes the duties and responsibilities of the
Chairperson.

When this docs occur the Vice·Chairperson serves as Cha irperso n of

the Conference until the Chairperson is able to resume th eir responsibilities or the
next meeting of the World Service Conference. The Vice·Chairperson may preside
over the Conference when required and discharge such other duties as may be
directed by the Conference.
TREASURER OF THE WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE:

The Treasurer is responsible

for the receipt, recording and distribution of fu nd s received and expended by the
World Service Conference, the World Service Confe rence Committees and the Board
of Trustees.

This shall include the financial activities of the Conference

Committees, their officers and participants.

The Treasurer manages the funds

through such number and type of accounts as may be desirable. The exact details
of the discharge of these duties are more clear ly described in the Financial
Guideli nes publication of the Fellowship.

The records of the treasurer are

reviewed each year by an cert ified public accountant and ope n to inspection by the
Chairperso n of the Conference and the Chai rperson of the Board of Trustees at
any time upon reasonable notice. This fiscal review is submitted to the Fellowship
within sixty (60) days following completion of the fiscal year of the Conference.
The Treasurer is responsible for the distribution of funds as may from time to
time be required, but shall not be responsible to determine the appropriateness of
expenditure of such funds as may be requested by the Committee chairperso ns, the
chairpe rso n of the Conference.
p roposed expenditures

the

If the re is question of the app ropriaten ess of

matter shall

be

rcsolved

by

the

Administrative

Committee of the Conference.
The duties normally associated with the position of secretary of the
Confe rence are assigned to the officer manager of the World Service Office. The
officer manager serves in a ministerial ro le in this capacity.
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Conference elected a secretary from among the participants of the Conference. It
has been found that the office manager, through utilization of the World Service
Office staff and resources, provides the bcst service to the Conference as a general
secretary.

As there is no elected position for a secretary, the office manager

performs these duties without a vote in the conference and / or the Administrative
Committee.
CHAIRPERSONS OF THE COMMITTEES:

The Chairpersons of each Committee

serve as the general administrators of the Committee they are elected to serve with.
They are responsible for scheduling work of the Committee, assigning tasks to
individuals

and

subcommittees

of

their

Committee

and

reporting

to

Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson of the Conference and the Fellowship.

the
They

organize agendas for their workshops and assure that the workshops properly
process information and material of the Committees area of responsibility.
VICE-CHAIRPERSONS

OF

COMMITTEES:

Experience

has

shown

that

the

Fellowship is best served if a Chairperson of a Committee has previously served as
a Vice-Chairperson of the Committee for at least one year prior to their election to
become the Chairperson.

If for any reason the post of Chairperson of a Standing

Committee becomes vacant, the Vice-Chairperson may assume the position of
chairperson for the remainder of the unexpired term and may continue to serve
their own full term as Chairperson.

In the case of this succession of office, the

position of the then vacant Vice-Chairperson may remain vacant, or the World
Service Conference may appoint a temporary Vice-Chairperson upon t he advice of
the Committee involved.
The Vice-Chairpersons assist the Chairperson of the Committee to whieh
They work with

they are elected under the leadership of the Chairperson.

Committees and help organize material for workshops and reports as may be
needed by the Chairperson of the Committee.

They may assume the duties and

responsibilities of the Chairperson of their Committee if such action is concurred
with by action of the Conference Administrative Committee.

THE CONFERENCE AGENDA REPORT

The cornerstone of the deliberations and decisions of the World Service
Conference is the advance consideration of the issues by the Fellowship. In order
to provide opportunity for the Fellowship to be fully informed about items to be
considered by the Conference, the agenda (known as the Conference Agenda
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Report) including major items to be voted on are submitted to the participants of
the Conference not less than ninety (90) days prior to the Conference.

All

Regional service

participants are ex.pected to study the material carefully.

representatives may have this material disseminated throughout their region in
order to receive input from their Fellowship on the agenda items. In some regions
the GSR of the groups takes the group conscience on each item to the area
committee meeting with specific instructions on how to vote on eaeh item when the
area committee considered each item.

This pattern may then be repeated at the

area level as the ASR's are instructed by action of the voting members of the area
committee and sent off to the regional meeting to vote as instructed. Similarly the
RSR may be instructed by the vote of the ASR's and is expected to carry that vote
to the Conference.
However, not every group is interested in taking the time from their
recovery meetings to discuss the lengthy reports that comprised the agenda of the
Conference. In many of these cases the attitude and group conscience is that these
matters are the responsibility of the GSR and that is what the GSR was elected for
anyway. But because not all groups feci this way, there is an uneven evaluation of
the Conference Agenda Report at the area committee level too.

This creates

problems in the area committee because some ASR's are specifically instructed and
some are not. Those who are given authority to do so, vote as their conscience best
reveals the issues to them.

Other ASR's are specifically instructed by votes taken

on each item individually.
The same experience is reflected at the regional level also. Some RSR's are
given explicit instructions while other RSR's are given great latitude or even
complete freedom to represent the region as their individual experience and
wisdom dictates.
At the Conference, there have been constant conflicts over the handling of
many issues because those who had been specifically instructed frequently did not
have the authority from their regions to vote on issues that the groups, areas and
region had not developed a specific group conscience on.

This is made more

complex when items that had been sent out to the Fellowship for consideration
contained specific language and at the Conference, that language was amended
prior to final action on the matter.
This circumstance is highlighted when regions send specific amendments
with their RSR to be introduced on a certain item and other regions send their
RSR with amendments that conflict. At this point a new problem comes up. After
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the amendments are all added on or in their inclusion alters the specific language
of the specific languagc of the original proposal, was any RSR who had been
specifically instructed, able to vote on the issue because it is now different than
when it had been acted on by their groups, areas and the region?
This circumstance was made more difficult

because of the provision

allowing for direct input to the Conference from the Fellowship for items to be
considered by the Conference. There was not a provision that these "input" items
be sent out to the Fellowship ninety (90) days prior to the Confercnce. Because of
this, other regions were not able to consider these input items for group conscience.
The resolution of this conflict, one of the most divisive conrlicts the
Fellowship has had to wrestle with, is found in Chapter 3.
one solution.

In brief there is only

The Fellowship must utilize greater reliance on trusted servants to

rerlect group conscience at cach level of service.

For those regions that chose to

specifically instruct their RSR, they may continue to do so.

But the Conference

cannot withhold action on items because the RSR does not have latitude to vote on
items if they are changed.

And the regions must accept these actions of the

Conference even if their own procedures are 3re more restrictive.
Every RSR may serve on one Conference Committee.

Our experience

gained from years of operation of Committees and RSR participation has shown
that the Fellowship overall is best served if the RSR serves on a Committee
wherein the individual member has a special interest.

And to the best degree

possible this is accomplished, while at the same time, some Committees are not
loaded up with members and other Committees have only a few members.

Each

RSR that dcsire to serve on a Conference Committee completes a Committee
assignment preference form and send is to the Conference Chairperson at the time
the RSR begins service for the Region.

If the first Committee of choice has a

vacancy the assignment is made, if not then a secondary choice assignment is made
in sequence of the preference shown on the form.
In a similar manner RSR-AlterMtes may be assigned to Committees if they
desire when they are elected by their region and begin to serve.
Alternates although
Committees.

assigned

to Committee are

not

The RSR-

voting members of the

They participate in the discussion and may introduce proposals for

the Committee to discuss and act upon, however they do not vote when the
Committee takes action on proposals.

In order to provide for the greater interests

of the Fellowship, RSR-Alternates are not assigned to Committees to which the
RSR from the same region is assigned.

This allows the region from which these
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two members come to have representation in different areas of

Fellowship

activities.
WHEN THE CONFERENCE DOES TAKE ACTION

The Conference, as the embodiment of the Fellowship conscience, is always
mindful that the actions and decisions of the Conference set the course for the
Fellowship.

The impact of each vote affects the nature of the Fellowship as a

whole and each member of the Fellowship.

Every participant of the Conference

must remember always that Narcotics Anonymous is a spiritual program and there
are hundreds of thousands of addicts in the Fellowship around

the world

depending on N.A. for their recovery.
Every form of collective human activity must have fair and equitable
procedures and policies that are available for all member to have knowledge of.
The experience of past conferences has shown this need and that to fulfill our
desire for unity, they must be simple but precise procedures.

The procedures

followed by the Conference arc the result of trial and error, input and reflection
and application of N.A. principles to our needs for participation at the World
Service Conference.
As the Conference has matured in experience and wisdom there has been a
growing movement to abide by the standard procedures of order detailed in
Roberts Rules of Order. While these procedures have been used and will continue
to be used in some circumstances. the policies detailed here take precedence over
those in Roberts Rules when they may conrtic!. Accordingly. the WSC has afforded
considerable flexibility to the Chairperson when conducting the proceedings.
Actions taken by the Conference are determined by a voice vote if possible
and when that is not practical or jf there is doubt about a voice vote result or on
matters that require a specific percentage number of votes, then a standing vote is
taken. For most matters a simple majority vote is all that is required. But in those
matters where a special vote percentage is stipulated careful attention to the vote
count is required.
A roll call vote may be asked for and approved, upon an approval by a
majority of the Conference participants.

When conducting a standing vote, three

separate vote counters will be used. The presiding officer will announce the result
of every vote. in order that no misunderstanding result and so that the minutes
may be accurately maintained.

In the manner which votes are taken at the
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Conference,

effort

will

be

exerted

to

permit

informality

so

that

new

representatives will not feel intimidated by more seasoned members.
To permit a fair representation of the Fellowship, no individual may carry
or cast more than one vote.

Because the Fellowship utilizes a system of RSR-

Alternates, the RSR or RSR-Alternate is expected to attend and be present for all
deliberations.

For this reason no proxy vote may be cast or counted.

participant must be present to cast a vote in order for it to be counted.

A voting
(t

is the

nature of our spiritual Fellowship that decisions should not be made in haste and
that

the

fullest

possible

discussion

precede

action.

To

facilitate

clear

understanding of issues being considered by the Conference, motions, other than
procedural motions, must be displayed in writing so that voting participants can
read them before a vote is taken.
As a spiritual Fellowship, Narcotics Anonymous has chosen to require that
certain major decisions be made by a greater number of participants than a simple
majority.

Motions to affect the following must receive a 2/3 vote of all eligible

voting participants who answered the previous roll call in order to be approved:
Change in the manual on service, approval of new regions, approval of literature,
modifications of the procedure of the Conference, or to permit consideration of or
adopt any item of business that has not been submitted to the Fellowship ninety
(90) days in advance of the Conference, election of members to our World Service
Board of Trustees.
In keeping with the need for unity and in an effort to utilize the spiritual
nature of the Fellowship, a special approach to voting is used whenever possible.
Disunity is fostered when participants leave the Conference disagreeing with the
final action on any particular matter. Our experience has shown that much of the
disunity and discontent could have been avoided if sufficient discussion had been
permitted or if the reasons for disagreement had been fully understood.

For this

reason, debate may be extended in order to permit substantial unanimity in
decisions.

It may not be possible for all actions of the Conference to be by

unanimous vote, but every effort is exerted to attain this ideal.

The Conference

cannot however, become stuck on single issues and in such cases, will proceed by
applying the 2/3 majority standard.
If any matter considered by the Conference is rejected, it can be returned to

the appropriate Committee fOI additional consideration.

Experience has shown

that there is a tendency for some items to be brought up at nearly every
conference, even if it had been acted on the previous year.
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Fellowship must have the ability to consider any item of concern to the Fellowship,
a minority should not have the ability to force the entire Fellowship to discuss the
same issue year after year.

Consequently any matter that is rejected twice is not

appropriate to again be proposed to the Conference for five years from the date of
its second rejection. If the matter is adopted, but then or later found to be in need
of review or revision, such suggestions for change will be handled in the same
manner as for new material: submitted to the Fellowship through the action of a
Committee in a subsequent Conference Agenda Report.
This system has the additional advantage of reinforcing the importance and
necessity of an active Committee system.

It permits the work to be accomplished

under more positive circumstances, leaving the Conference to be more productive
and absent of the rancor, suspicion and conflict found in earlier Conference.
DECISION MAKING WHEN THE CONFERENCE IS NOT IN SESSION

There

is

a

clear

understanding

of

decision

making

responsibility when the World Service Conference is in session.

authority

and

The WSC as a

whole is the decision making body and all World Service Committees and Service
Boards must comply with the directives of the Conference.

What about when the

Conference is not in session?
The

Chairperson

of

the

Conference

is

responsible

for

the

general

administration of World level services and as such technically bears responsibility
for world service dccision when the Conference is not in session.
Although the preverbial

~buck

must stop with someone," the WSC has

employed an informal decision making process involving several WSC Trusted
Servants when the Conference is not in session.
When decisions affecting world services must be made and authority for
such decision making is not vested with a specific Service Board or Committee the
WSC Chairperson assembles a special committee consisting of the WSC Chairperson,
WSC Vice·Chairperson, WSC Treasurer, Chair and Vice·Chair of the WSB of
Trustees, Chair and Vice·Chair of the WSO Board of Directors and the Chair and
Vice·Chair of Committee affected by the decision, if decision affects a service
board the WSC Chairperson may include the Chair and Vice·Chair of any WSC
Standing Committee to assist with decision making process.
Thc decision should, whenever possible, reflect unanimity, but if unanimity
cannot be achieved a 2/3 majority vote shall be considered as binding.
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event a 2/ 3 majority cannot be arrived at the WSC, Chairperson shall be required
to suggest a course of action.

The Committee or Service Board, affected by the

suggested cou rse of action may choose not to comply with the suggestion.
cases the matter will be resolved by the WSC at its annual meeting.

In such
The WSC

Chairperson will submit a written report outlining the problem, suggested course of
action, rationale for decision, etc. and the service board or committee involved will
also provide written explanation for non-compliance with WSC Chairperson's
suggested course of action. The final decision of the WSC will be binding.
The WSC Chairperson shall report to the Conference participants and
discuss the activities of the special Committee as they relate to decisions made
whi le the WSC is not in session. This is done through the Fellowship Report, special
reports, and again in the chairperson's annual report made at the World Service
Conference.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE COMMITTEES

An important strength of the: Narcotics Anonymous Fellowship is the ability
to accomplish our needs, goals and objectives through the ongoing work of our
service boards and committees. As the World Service Conference has grown and
strengthened, so has the importance of committee work.
Throughout each year, the WSC committees work on the projects the
Conference

has

given

recommendations,

them,

meet

to

consider

the

issues,

publish

their

and present to the Fellowship their conclusions. at the annual

meeting of the WSc. These conclusions 3rc then discussed, accepted, modified, or
rejected, in a general session of the Conference participants. In this manner, they
serve an advisory role to the WSC, preparing the work for final consideration.
Each standing committee of the WSC has a specialized area of responsibility.
The membership of each standing committee includes the chairperson and the vicechairperson elected

by

the

conference,

regional

service

representatives

and

alternates, and experienced members of the Fellowship. WSO project coordinators
act as the general secretaries for each committee and do not vote. Non-addicts may
serve by invitation.
The activities

of each committee are coordinated

through

the

WSC

Administrative committee ( described in Chapter Six ). WSC standing committees
will meet at least twice a year at the regularly scheduled WSC workshops. Special
meetings of the committees

may be conducted

upon approval of the WSC

Administrative committee. Notice of this special meeting of the full committee
shall include; the agenda, time , date, place of the meeting and participants
expected, and published thirty days in advance to the Fellowship.
From time to lime, the World Service Conference may establish other
standing committees and special committees. The formation of new standing
committees shall be considered upon the presentation of need, identification of
purpose, and the approval of guidelines by the WSc.
The standing committecs of the World Service Conference are:
I.

The WSC Administrative Committee shall be the WSC Chairperson, ViceChairperson and Treasurer. The Administrative Committee shall coordinate
the work of all the WSC Committees and schedule meetings and reports of
the Confcrence. The Comminee shall prepare a quarterly report to the
Fellowship that will contain reports from each of the Standing Committee
Chairpersons and Adhoc Committees. The Fellowship Report may contain
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additional reports from the other service arms and from regions and the
Trustees.
2.

The Policy Committee. The purpose of the Policy committee is twofold, the
first of which is to evaluate suggestions in Conference policy or procedure
and proposed changes or modifications to the service structure. The second
purpose of this Committee is to compile information on requests for the
addition of new regions within a state, province or country. according to
the need for improvement of scrvices and/or communication within the
local structure. This information is then presented to the participants of the
World Service Confcrence at the annual meeting.

3.

The World Service Conference Literature Committee deals with our primary
purpose as it is achieved in writing. This committee seeks the input of the
Fellowship, compiles this input and presents it to the World Service
Conference.

4.

The Hospitals and Institutions Committee acts as a resource to the
Fellowship in efforts to carry the message of recovery to hospitals,
institutions. jails, detoxifi ca tion centers and recovery facilities.
The
purpose of this committee is to provide guidance to local. area and regional
committees that work with individuals in these institutions and in the
formation of new meetings within these institutions. The Committee may
from time to time propose policy that may be necessary or desirable, to
assist those working with members of the Fellowship in such institutions.

5.

The World Service Conference Public Information Committee dcals with
how Narcotics Anonymous interfaces with society; the image of Narcotics
Anonymous, and how we can get those outside of the Fellowship to carry
our message to addicts we cannot reach. This committee deal with matters
of attraction through the media, (Le., supplies regions and areas with the
information necessary to initiate public information campaigns).

6.

The Group Services Committee shall develop programs and policies which, if
adopted by the World Service Conference, will assist the effectiveness of
each group. Thc programs or policies will include methods to improve the
training and skills of trusted servants at the group level.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
WORLD SERVICE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
The first Board of Trustees was elected by the Fellowship in Southern California
1963, because that was about all there was of the Fellowship at the time. Both addict and
non-addict trustees were selected. The Trustees were given "indcrinite terms" of office
and authorized to select other trustees as the need developed.

The number of trustees has fluctuated periodically from a low of six trustees to a
high of fourteen. Meetings of the Trustees were held periodically. usually in the home

of onc of the Trustee members and were rotated for convenience. For many years all of
the Trustees lived in the Southern California area so it was not difficult to have meetings.
One of the principal activities of the Board of Trustees was to respond to letters
from members and groups involved in controversies. The Trustees discussed these 'letters
and answered each onc hoping that their accumulated experience, gained through servicc,
would be of some help.
The Board of Trustees has evolved in recent years into a hard-working and
efficient service board. Gaining internal strength from the necessity of regular meetings
and solving difficult problems, the Board has been welded into a highly visible and stable
force in the Fellowship. The guidelines established in the N.A. Tree were changed
regularly. almost each year, but the Trustees have kept pace with the growing needs of
the Fellowship.
Although the Board of Trustees evolved from a need to resolve conflicts over
interpretation of traditions they have never felt that their role or responsibility is to
dictate to, or run, the Fellowship. They have found their duty and position more in the
nature of a resource for understanding and sharing of experience. When it was practical.
the Trustees encouraged the World Service Conference to resolve difficult problems,
feeling that the development of a Fellowship conscience was better than their judgment
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alone. When clarifiCJtion of the Traditions is needed between meetings of the World
Service Conference, the Board of Trustees is responsible to act for the Fellowship.
This practical arrangement, for the Trustees to perform as trusted servants to act
for the Fellowship, is accomplished with great care. The Trustees evaluate every issue in
considerable depth and trust the resolution to their collective experience, strength and
hope. Constant temptations arise throughout the Fellowship to erode the strength and
meaning of the Traditions and to apply unusual and not acceptable interpretations. The
Board of Trustees arc charged with the responsibility to provide guidance and education
to keep the Fellowship clearly in sight of appropriate understanding and use of the
Traditions.
Addict members of the Board of Trustees are chosen for their experience, strcngth
and hope, as examples for all addicts to be guided by and for their wisdom and judgment
in understanding and applying the Traditions. The Trustees are not empowered or
directed to issue demands or edicts but arc to be a resource for understanding and clarit y
when disputes arise. Trustees providc guidance and enlightenment in our understanding
of traditions, and to how they apply to the complex issues confronting the Fellowship.
A principle duty of the Trustees is education. Knowledge and experience gained
from years of personal application of The Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions can be
passed on to others in the Fellowship through writings and oral presentations by the
Trustees. The Trustees publish a continuing series of articles about the Twelve
Traditions, based on issues presented to them for consideration. These articles are
published in Fellowship periodicals and arc available from the World Service Office.
The Trustees also serve as the "custodians of our traditions" to prevent accidental
or intentional change through misunderstanding or error. The are relied upon to review
all items of proposed Narcotics Anonymous literature and world level periodicals for
inaccuracies pertaining to traditions. If the Trustees find that in their judgment,
proposed literature is in violation of a traditions, they should act to correct the specific
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language which violates the tradition before the piece of literature is published. The
trustees are accepted as the principal resource in the resolution of disputes over the
application, interpretation :lnd meaning of traditions between meetings of the World
Service Conference and / or prior to consummation of a Fellowship conscience on a
particular issue. The World Service Conference, as the embodiment of Fellowship
conscience at their annual meeting, is the final authority on matters of interpretation and
meaning of the Traditions, and may alter actions by the Board of Trustees.
The Trustees serve as a principal resource for review of public information
matcrials, tapes, public service announcements, movies and printed matter, that are
generated within the Fcllowship. Although it is not intended or practical for the Tru stees
to review all such materials prior to their use, when disputes arise over the
appropriateness of such materials, these items should bc sent to the Board of Trustees for
review.
Although the Fellowship does not have Mspokespersons," as such, the Trustees act
for the Fellowship if or when public controversy arises in the media or the society in
general over the activities of the Fellowship. It is not intended that the Trustees become
the "on camera personalities" of the Fellowship, but they serve as the resource for clear
understanding of what the Fellowship is and how the Fellowship carries the message of
recovery. If or when the Fellowship may become involved in a public controversy, Ihe
issue should be referred to the Trustees for consideration and appropriate action.
Our experience has shown that Trustee members are asked to make a tremendou s
number of interpretations of traditions and provide guidance on matters related 10
suspected violation of traditions on almost a daily basis. Some of these cannot be
avoided, so the Trustees regularly ask that such matters be developed in the form of a
letter and sent to the Board for consideration. Although it is more appropriate for the
Trustees to act on ma[fers that have been referred to them in writing, there are man y
situation where that is not practical or possible.
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Because most of the responses from the Trustees ha ve been provided in writing,
and the se responses ha ve been collated and published for widespread use, the volume of
co rresponde nce referring new issues to the Board for action has decreased. Additionally,
the growth and maturit y of the Fellows hip in most areas has afforded opportunity for
many problems to be handled effectively at ot her levels within thc Fellowship.
Although any member of the Fellowship who has a concern that cannot be reso lved
at another level of service can forward their Question to the Board of Trustees, every
effort s hould be exerted to reso lve the issue locally. In this wayan issue in volving
actions by an individual sho uld usually be brought to and decided by the home group, or
by the area service committee.
Issues referred to the area se rvi ce com mittee or issues related to the area service
committee or area se rvice subcommittee activities should be resolved by the area service
co mmittee, and if not should be referred to the regional service committee.
Similarly. matters referred to the regi ona l service committee for action or matters
related to the regional service committee or regi ona l service subcommittee actions should
be resolved by the regional se rvi ce committee if possible, and if not, then be referred to
the World Service Co nference, its' committees or boards.
Every effort should be made to resolve difficulties by taking them out at the level
of se rvice where the problem arose. The is how man y of the same problems and issues
were resolved in the early years of the Fellowship before there were Trustees. The
experience of a group, area or region in resolving strongly felt issues concerning possible
tradition violations can be a spiritually rewarding endea vor beneficial to all concerned.
All members invol ved in these controversies and their resoluti on will grow in their
understanding of the Twelve Traditi o ns and learn from development of group conscience
on such issues.
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It should be clearly recognized that there can be no compromise with the Twelve

Traditions. It is through our adherence to the traditions that an atmosphere and
circumstance for recovery is possible.
The Board of Trustees holds at least four regular meetings each year and special
meetings can be called by the Chairperson of the Board of any three members.
At least two of the Boards meetings arc scheduled to be held at the World Service
Office over a two day period. In this way, the Trustees have the availability of an
adequate facility and supporting staff which arc important in their work.
Trustee meetings arc conducted according to customary parliamentary procedures
with slight modifications, and follow a standard agenda as outlined in Robert's Rules of
Order. The voting actions of the Trustees are different from the routine majority vote
system used in other organizations. Because Narcotics Anonymous is a spiritual
Fellowship, there has grown within the practice of the Trustees a different approach to
counting votes when making important decisions. Accordingly, the Trustees strive for
substantial unanimity in developing group conscience of the Trustees in all matters
affecting the N.A. Fellowship as a whole. If a member is not satisfied that a proposed
resolution is entirely supportable, continued discussion proceeds until a substantially
unanimous decision can be reached. In this way, all Trustees are provided the
opportunity to reveal every aspect of their thinking before an issue is concluded. Because
most of the actions of the Trustees arc related to the Twelve Traditions and their
application, substantial unanimity is added assurance that the principles of the Traditions
will be maintained.
Minutes are kept of every meeting of the Board and published within thirty (30)
days of the close of the meeting of the Trustees at which they are approved. Copies of
the minutes are sent to every Trustee, the officers and committee chairpersons of the
World Service Conference and every regional service representative. Copies of the
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minutes can bc obtained from the secretary of the Board of Trustees at the World Scrvicc
Office.
Thc Trustccs select from among themselves, by election, two officers: a
chairperson and a

vice~chairperson.

Elections for these officer positions are held at the

meeting scheduled prior to the World Service Conference. The officers serve for a twelve
month period. Both officers may succeed themselves if

re~elected

by the Board the

following year, but may not serve a third consecutive term of office. The Trustees utilize
a staff member of the World Service Office as secretary of the Board of Trustees but Ihis
person does not have a vote or voice in the proceedings.
The Chairperson of the Board is responsible for general management of the affairs
of the Trustees including all communications, chairing trustee meetings, establiShing

Ad~

hoc Subcommittees and appointing trustees to subcommittees of the BOT when
appropriate. The chairperson assigns responsibilities to other members of the Board as
required.
The vice·chairperson assists the ch3irperson and assumes the responsibilities 3nd
authorities of the ch3irperson when asked by the chairperson to do so or in the event of
incapacitation or failure or refusal by the chairperson to perform the duties of the
chairperson.
Each trustee is assigned by the Chairperson of the Board to serve with a committee
of the World Service Conference. The Trustee has the responsibility to attend every
meeting of the World Service Conference committee that he or she is assigned to. In this
way, the committee bcnefits from the experience and strength of the Trustee. This new
::and important working relationship has been established between the Conference
Committees and the Board of Trustee in order to strengthen the Conference Committee
system. This working relationship has strengthened the ability of the world level trusted
servants to provide bettcr service and morc thoroughly dcveloped responses to new
problems and needs.
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Addict members of the Board always continue their individual participation In
N.A. activities as part of their own continued recovery from addiction. The participation
of a Trustee in a Local N.A. activity or subcommittee, howevcr, should not be construed
to be that of the Trustees as a whole or for the Board of Trustees. The Trustee members
are careful to avoid situations where they may be drawn into controversy involving
Fellowship issues which may be referred to the full Board for action.
Experience has shown that there docs not need to be a constant number of trustee s;
therefore the number of trustees fluctuates periodically. depending on the needs of the
Fellowship. There can be no more than twenty-one (21) members of the Board of
Trustees, of whom not more than six (6) can be non-addict members. Regardless of the
total number of Trustees serving concurrently, the balance of membership shall always
remain at least 2/3 addict Trustees. Trustees are nominated and elected by the World
Service Conference. Nominees for addict trusteeship will have a minimum of eight (8)
years' total abstinence from drugs, at the time of their nomination, have served as an
officer, committee chairperson or RSR at one or more World Service Conference (s) and
have the personal time and resources necessary for active participation as a Trustee.
Non-addict nominees will have demonstrated a good understanding of the nature
of addiction and of the Narcotics Anonymous Program of recovery, have the time and
personal commitment necessary for active participation and have a good working
knowledge of the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions. Non-addict nominees are usuall y
selected for expertise in a particular field of experience and knowledge that will be
helpful to the Fellowship.

NOMINATION OF TRUSTEES
The Board of Trustees will include in their report to the WSC Nominating
committee, the names of each of the individuals that they belie ve should be considered
for nomination and election.
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When the elections take place, the Confe rence ma y elect to follow th e suggestions
of the Board of Trustees or they may se lect ot her members. Each no min ee is voted on
separa tely. A nomin ee is elected when tw o thirds of those voting votc to elect the
membcr to the Board.
Upon election of a nomi nee at a World Service Conference, the indi vidual serves as
a Trustee for five years. At the e nd of the five·year term of office, the Trustee's position
may be filled thro ugh th e process described above. A Trustee ca n be re·electcd (or a
subsequent term .
As with all service boards and committees, vaca ncies occ ur in th e Board of
Trustees for a variety o f reaso ns. Vaca ncies are onl y filled in the routine manner
described above for Tru stee positions.
The range of se r vice that trustees provide to the Fell owship is extensive and
grow ing as the need s of th e Fellowship grow. The most effecti ve and productive tru stecs
are those with good communication skills, because so much of their work involves written
reports. Good verbal communicati ve skill s are important, as trustees are called upon
constantl y to moderate learning days, represen t the Trustees on World Service Conference
Commi ttees and speak at numerous Fellowship events.
Important considcrations also include the availability of the perso nal time and
resources nccessar y to se rve as a Tru stee. As the Trustees have taken a more active role
in Fellowship activities and as th e Fellowship has grown at a tremend ous rate, Trustees
are being called upon to tra ve l frequently to mee tings of the Tru stee s, Conference
Com mittees and other Fellowship mee tin gs.
However, the most important attributes are those involved with a mature
understanding and application of the Twelve Steps in the member'S perso nal life. Servicc
as a Trustee sho uld always be a reflection of the growth and maturit y of the individual's
personal reco very.
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CHAPTER NINE
WORLD SERVICE OFFICE
The necessity for having a World Service Office was not immediately
apparent when the Fellowship began. Each of the groups knew about the others so

little logistical or administrative support was necessary. But as morc addicts were
brought into the Fellowship and some of us moved to distant places to live and
start new meetings, the need for a central office did arise.
The primary purposes for an office were to produce and

distribute

literature and to be a resource for those starting new meetings. In some respects an
office had existed from the mid 1960·s.
Trustees.

ft was run informally by the Board of

For the most part it consisted of a small supply of literature and morc

was printed when funds could be collected. There were several attempts at starting
an office in a commercial building but these failed because of a lack of sufficient
income.

Everyting depended on volunteers and when a key volunteer was

experiencing some problems the Morrice" fell apart.
The first items of Narcotics Anonymous literature were mimeographed
copies of single page messages about recovery and an early but small version of the
White Booklet printed with a yellow cover.
meetings.

The next was the "Little White

These were used widely in most
Booklet.~

By the middle 1970's a

standardization of sorts had been achieved in the use of the Little White Booklet,
and the first four pamphlets.

By 1976 the Fellowship had grown to about 100

meetings and was to grow rapidly as each year passed. As a Fellowship conscience
began to evolve, more interest and energy was invested in developing material by
members for use in our Fellowship.
It

was

through

the

auspices of

the World

Service

Office

organizational work was done to host the World Service Conference.

that

the

Evolving

from this first conference meeting was a recognition and acceptance of the existing
World Service Of rice operation.

There was one significant change however, the

Office became separate from the Board of Trustees and a Board of Directors for
the Office was created.
In 1977, the Board of Directors of the World Service Office incorporated
under the laws of the State of California and applied for tax e)(empt status from
the Internal Revenue Service and the California Franchise Tax Board. The Office
also assumed full responsibility for printing literature and moved to copyright the
literature for the protection of the Fellowship.
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By 1980, literature sales began to creep up and a little money now came in
from individuals and groups through the Seventh Tradition. The volume of letters,
inquiries, and group registrations began to increase and the Orrice had to be
moved to a regular commercial office. Space was located and rented in Sun Valley.
It was between a flower shop and a Chinese restaurant.

The Office. furnished

with used donated desks, file cabinets and two old wooden television cabinets for a
shipping counter, opened for business.
Having rented enough space, at first complicated the problems rather than
simplifying them.

It seemed harder to entice volunteers to come by to help with

the office in a commercial building rather than in a members home.

Calls for

volunteers and contributions went out periodically but there was never enough of
either.
During the 1982/ 83 fiscal and administrative year, the Office began hiring
part-time help to get work accomplished at the office.

Two members of the

Fellowship were paid for part-time work to handle some of the shipping and
general office work, including typing.
In June of 1983, the Fellowship's first full-time paid office manager was
hired. Soon thereafter, two additional employees were added and first steps toward
modernization of the office procedures, policies and equipment began. Whereas in
every year prior to 1983, there was never enough money to meet the expenses,
much less buy equipment or hire full-time staff, the income rose significantly to
the point that these needs could be accommodated. This was the result of sales of
the Text and the addition of 13 other information pamphlets to the inventory.
In November of that year the Office moved from Sun Valley to a larger
building in Van Nuys.

This new office, though at the time thought to have

sufficient space to accommodate growth for several years, proved to be insufficient
for the growth experienced in the following twelve months.

By the time of the

World Service Conference in April of 1984, the Office had a staff of seven fulltime and one part-time employee.

THE WORLD SERVICE QFFICE
The World Service Office provides assistance to the Fellowship through a
wide range of services. Although the principal duty is that of publishing literature
for the Fellowship, its services have grown to include administrative support
services to the World Service Conference and its committees and service boards.
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Additionally, the Office continues to be the central source of information for the
general public.
It can clearly be secn that the World Service Office, although it is a
corporation and subject to the laws of the state of California and the United States
in the conduct of its business affairs, has as its primary obligation the furtherance
of the primary purpose of Narcotics Anonymous.
The

Office

operates

in

response

to

Fellowship

needs;

its

role

and

relationship to the Fellowship is defined by the Conference and the Traditions.
Although the Office is managed with a mindful eye to adhere to all of the
Traditions, there are six Traditions which relate specifically to the activities of the
Office.

Understanding

how

these six

Traditions are

particularly applicable

provides an overview of how the office is part of the Fellowship, a servant of the
Fellowship and also an independent corporation.
The office also operates under the provisions of Tradition Eight. As a
"service center M of the Fellowship, the office Mmay employ special workers· to
perform certain activities and services. The World Service Office employs addicts
and non·addicts as special workers. The Fellowship has a fundamental need for a
permanent service center to act as the publisher for literature and to accomplish a
full range of administrative tasks.
The

relationship between

the World Service Office, a service center

corporation, and the Fellowship is understood as a service center (Tradition Eight)
with a service board to direct it (Tradition Nine) created by the Fellowship. With
respect to Tradition Nine, the Office is responsible to the Conference. While, in a
technical sense, the World Service Office is a provisional entity, its activities are
directed and guided by the WSO Board of Directors. The Board of Directors are
guided directly by the will of the Fellowship through election of its members by
the Conference and its symbiotic relationship with the actions of the Conference.
For

instance,

the

Fellowship

through

the

World

Service Conference,

approves literature which the World Service Office is then expected to copyright,
print and make available to the Fcllowship.
authorities of a corporation:

The corporation retains the full

to enter contracts, expend funds, become indebted,

etc., but does so in accordance with the desires of the Fellowship and an
understanding and application of our Traditions. The World Service Office makes
reports of these activities to the Fellowship through the World Service Conference.
Among the reports submitted to the Conference is a financial report prepared by a
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Certified Public Accountant who, through an independent co ntra ct is responsible to
prepare thc report on thc financial activities of the Office.
The Seventh Tradition also has specific application to th e activities of the
World Service Office.

The Office is enti rely self-supporting through the sale of

Conference-a pproved literature.

The Office, like other parts of the Fellowship

creates a prudent reser ve to handle routine and emergency needs.

Because the

Office is self-supporting in this way, this allows all funds generated within the
Fellowship for World Service to be used by the Confe rence.
Of particular importance is the application of Tradition Six to the operation
of the World Service Office. Specific ca re is exe rcised to avoid any possible link
between the World Service Office and non-N.A. facilities or enterprises which
could be cons trued as an endorsement or lending of th e Narcotics Anonymous
name. The World Service Office is especially mindful of the relationship between
the Office and suppliers of products, se rvices, or materials used by the Office or
included

in

the

inventory.

Written

agreements

specify

that

the

business

relationship to the World Service Office not be used in any form of advertisement
in order to avoid intimation of endo rsement.
Tradition Five provides additional purpose for the existence of the World
Service Office.

The Office was formed for the purpose,- of producing the

literature approved by the Fellowship in order to carry th e message of recove r y to
the addict who still suffers. The Office is co mmitted to providing assistance to the
Fellowship in any way desired by the Co nference so that the message of recovery
through N.A. can be carried to every addict.
Tradition Four establishes the framework for the Office to co nduct on their
own the business tasks common to their business ven tures while at the same time
being responsive to Traditions and the Fellowship in matters affecting "N.A. as a
whole".

The World Service Confercnce provides guidance on matters affecting

"N.A. as a whole" to the World Service Office, which then effectuates Fellowship
conscience decisions that ha ve been arrived at by the Conference. In practice the
Conference seldom gives the Office specific or direct orders other than to approve
or remove items of literature from the inventory.

In all other aspects of th e

operation of the Office, the Fellowship relics upon the trusted servants selected to
be the Board of Directors a nd spec ial workers to responsibly direct the the affairs
of the Office.
This does not mean that the Office operates completely on its own. Usually
the Chairperson of the Board of Trustees and the Chairperson of the Co nference
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attend all meetings of the Board of Directors. Additionally the Chairperson of the
Board of Trustees and the Chairperson of the Conference are consulted on most
major decisions that occur between meetings of the Board of Directors of the
Office.
Because the Office is a legal entity and conducts a business, there are the
normal legal matters that may from time to time confront the Office.

The

necessity for having the ability of the office to respond to such legal matters is the
paramount example of why the Fellowship expects the Board of Directors to
conduct the responsibilities of the Officc rather than having the entire Fellowship
involved in such matters. However, even in this sensitive area of responsibility the
Office does not exercisc independent judgment without prior consultation and
consent from the World Service Conference and its trusted servants.

FUNCTIONS OF THE WORLD SERVICE OFFICE
The variety of responsibilities and activities of the World Service Office
have increased as the Fellowship has grown.

The growth has been so rapid in

recent years that thc increase in office staff has hardly been able to keep up with
the need . A major function of the Office is to publish and make available to the
Fellowship and other interested individuals literature approved by the World
Service Conference. In this manner the Office functions as a retail literature store.
The Office serves as the general secretary for many Fellowship purposes.
Inquiries from the general public about Narcotics Anonymous are handled by the
Office as are requests for starter kits.

When new meetings are started, they are

registered with the Office and included in future printing of world directories.
Groups and individuals frequently writc to the Office for assistance whcn their
groups experience difficulties.

These issues are each handled with care and

discretion.
Bccause the Ofricc address is on cvery item of literature, and published so
widely,

the

Office

receives

many

hospitals and treatment programs.

inquiries from

professionals,

Thc Office responds to every inquiry with

information and individual letters as appropriate.
considerable communication from

individuals,

radio,

The Office also receives

television, newspaper and

magazine

companies. These inquirics for informati on for stories or background information
3fe handled in cooperation with the Board of Trustees and the World Service
Conference Public Information Subcommittee.
The

Office

publishes

the

NewsJille.

distributed widely within the Fellowship.

a

monthly

Fellowship

newsletter

It contains articles from Trustees and
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reports from various Conference subcommittee officers and regional services
representatives.

The

newsletter

has

also

evolved

to

include

official

communications and notices related to the operation of the Conference.
Among the important specialized activities is the Loner Group operated
through the Office.

This group, whose members span the globe, include members

who are unable to attend meetings because of distance or incarceration. The group
includes "sponsors" who are attending their own regular meetings and communicate
with individual loners by mail through the Of rice.
A Fellowship magazine, the N.A. Way. is published by the Office.
about the magazine are contained in Chapter 10.

Details

The magazine includes articles

and stories promoting recovery through personal experiences from members of the
Fellowship.
The Office staff acts as the general secretary for most activities of the
World Service Conference, its committees and boards. Through the availability of
the staff, facilities and equipment afforded by the Of rice, most conference
committees utilize the Office for their clerical support in the furtherance of their
sepa rate responsibilities.
The Office has accumulataed copies of guidelines and formats used by a
number of area and regional service and activity committees. This library resource
is available to committees upon request.
Many requests are received at the Office pertaining to legal and financial
concerns within the Fellowship.

The Office has accumulated some experience in

these areas and is able to assist with most of these problems with additional
information and insight.

The Office does not act as legal counsel but can make

available reports and examples pertaining to many situations already faced within
the Fellowship.
The World Service Office gener3lly serves, it can be said, as a publishing
agency for the Fellowship and as an administrative service for groups, areas,
region s and world services.

WORLD SERVICE OFFICE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
There are twelve members of the Fellowship serving on the Board of
Directors of the World Service Office Corporation. Qualification for membership
as a Director is specified in the by·laws of the corporation and they provide that a
Director currently be a member in good standing in the Fellowship of Narcotics
Anonymous, with at least five years clean.
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Three positions on the Board of Directors arc rcserved for mcmbers selected
directly by the World Servicc Confercnce.

These three Directors serve for a one

year term of office and are selected by election by the Conference at its annual
meeting.

The three Directors selected by the Conference shall be replaced by the

World Service Conference at their next annual Conference although there is no
provision which limits the right of the World Service Conference to re-elect the
same

Directors

for

additional

terms

providing

they

continue

to

meet

the

qualifications required for clean time.
Nine of the twelve Directors are selected for membership as a Director from
a panel of potential Directors.

This panel of potential members is created by

action of the World Service Conference at the annual meeting of the Conference.
The Conference adds new members for the panel each year by election.

The

existing Directors select from the panel, the appropriate number of Directors.
Each

of the nine Directors selected from the panel are selected to serve for a

three year term.

One third of the Directors positions filled in this manner are

replaced each year although there is no limitation on a Director succeeding
themselves

providing

they

otherwise

meet

the

qualifications

required

for

abstinence from drugs.
In the Conference Agenda Report the Conference Nominating Subcommittee
lists at least one nomination for each position for the WSO Board to be filled at
the annual meeting of the Conference.
resume of the individual.

Each nomination should include a short

The Conference then elects the appropriate number of

Directors and selects others to fill the panel from which the WSO Board will
subsequently select Directors as provided in their by-laws.
If any of the three Conference elected Directors is removed, or becomes
ineligible to serve, refuses or fails to serve in such capacity, that Director's seat
may be filled by interim appointment by the chairperson of the Conference from
the panel of potential Directors then still eligible for membership on the Board.

OFFICERS AND OPERATION OF THE WORLD SERVICE OFFICE
The Board of Directors elects four officers at the annual meeting for the
World Service Office held in June of each year.
Vice chairperson, Treasurer and Secretary.

These positions are Chairperson,

These positions require of the office

holder the performance of certain responsibilities and tasks associated with the
management of the corporation as a legal entity.

The Chairperson is a voting
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participant or the Conrerenee and in this manner serves as the direct and orricial
link to the Conrercnce.
The voting participation or the chairperson or the World Service Orrice has
been round to be an important and practical arrangement in order ror the orfice to
participate in deliberations and decisions or the Conrerence. Bccause the orr ice is
vested with so much responsibility by the Fellowship and because or their
experience and knowledge relating to these responsibilities it is essential to the
Fellowships interest that the World Service Orriee have one vote at the Conrerence
and be able to have motions made and debated.

Without this voting participation

the Fellowship would nOI as erreetively be served by the Orriee.
The Board or Directors meets according to an established schedule each year
in order to racilitate proper discharge or their responsibilities.

The Board has

established a series or internal administrative policies that provide ror the routine
ffi:lnagement or arrairs or the Orrice. The Board selects an exccutive director as a
chief man:lgement employee to direct and manage the orfiee on a d:lily basis. The
executive director selects, hires and supervises all other employees to accomplish
the duties assigned to the Orrice by the Fellowship or the Board or Directors.
The Minutes or the Board meetings arc not generally distributed throughout
the Fellowship. The Minutes arc however, open ror inspection by voting members
or the World Service Conrerence and the Orrice does provide detailed inrormation
3bout the completed actions or the Boud that would usually be or importa.nce or
or interest to the Fellowship at large in the Newsline. Additionally the Orrice does
publish special reports on subjects or great importance and interest within the
Fellowship.
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CHAPTER TEN
THE N.A. WAY MAGAZINE
A Fellowship magazine is published by the World Service Office.

The

magazine, entitled The N.A. Way. is a monthly publication which includes written
essays and stories about recovery in the Narcotics Anonymous Fellowship.

All

members of the Fellowship arc encouraged to write articles for the magazine,
making it a "meeting in print." Occasionally an article may be printed from a non·

member, such as a non·addict Trustee or other friend of the Fellowship, if the
article is in keeping with the steps and traditions of N.A.
The magazine is a subscription financed activity of the World Service
Office.

The subscription

price, when

multiplied

by

the

total

number of

subscribers, should cover the total costs of publication, starr, materials and
distribution.
The major section of the magazine includes the experience, strength and
hope of members of N.A.

Essays which share ideas about the Fellowship and

personal stories which share ex.pericnce, strength and

hope

in applying the

principles of the N.A. Program make up the total content of this section. Poetry is
not included because of its subjective nature, which makes editing impossible, and
because of the difficulties inherent in choosing which poems to print and which to
leave out.
A separate section of the magazine, always considerably shorter and less
prominent than the above described section, is the editorial section. Letters to the
Editor are printed here, along with any essays which are persuasive or informatjye
in nature and any guest editorials.
recovery and service, in

keeping

This section will always carry a spirit of
with

the spiritual

principles of the

N.A.

Fellowship.
The WSO staff member responsible for the magazine is the Managing Editor.
The person chosen for this position will always be a member of the Fellowship
with a minimum of five years clean time.

He or she must have previous N.A.

service experience at the group and area levels, and if possible at the regional level
as RSR or RSC Chairperson.

In order to produce an excellent magazine there are

also educational and life experience requirements. The Managing Editor must have
a bachelor's degree in English or journalism, or at least four years journalism
experience in print media as a staff writer or editor or equivalent education and
work experience.
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All material to be included in the magazine is edited by the Managing
Editor with the guidance of both the Review Panel and the Editorial Board
described below.

This editing is limited to correction of grammatical, syntactical

and structural problems in an effort to promote continuity without altering the
content or flavor of the article. Letters to the Editor and guest editorials may not
be edited beyond correcting errors in grammar, punctuation and diction.
REVIEW PANEL
All proposed input for the magazine is screened by a review panel prior to
inclusion in the magazine. The Review Panel is composed of three members of the
World Service Board of Trustees and three World Service Conference appointees.
The Review Panel members perform two functions: a) they vote to reject or accept
each item of input, and state their reasons; and b) they make speciric suggestions
for editing those items they voted to accept.

This input is written in narrative

form and mailed to the Managing Editor for use in editing the material.

Because

the various suggestions of any given panel member may be in conflict with an
other, they serve as guidance in the editing process.

Whenever a majority of the

panel members vote to reject a given item, that item may not be included in the
magazine.
The panel consists of three Trustees and three Conference appointees.

The

Trustees are selected by the WSB in whatever manner the board may choose. If for
any reason one or more of the Trustees selected fails to serve in this capacity, the
WSC will be notified.

Until such time as a rcplacement is appointed, the Review

Panel will continue to function without interruption.

Trustees selected for this

service should scrve for a period not less than two years.
At each meeting of the World Service Conference held in alternate years,
three individuals will be selected to serve for two years as members of the Review
Panel.

Each of the persons chosen must have served for at least one year as a

voting participant of the World Service Conference.

If for any reason the

appointee fails to serve, the WSC Chairperson will appoint a suitable replacement
within 30 days of notification.

The replacement will complete the term, and will

be eligible for election to another full tcrm.
THE EDITORIAL BOARD
After all material has been screen and edited, and before any material item
is published, the final draft is screened by an Editorial Board.

This board is

composed of one Trustee and one Conference appointee and the Managing Editor.
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These members carefully rcview the material for Tradition violations or language
which is not consistent with N.A. principles of recovery. and make one of three
recommendations:
accept

all

the

a) accept in its entirety
item

articles,

but

make

b) reject the specific item article
specific

language

changes.

c)
The

recommendations of any member of the Editorial Board are discussed with the
other members by phone or in person, and any majority opinion is binding.
Members of the Editorial Board are chosen in even numbered years in the
same manner as Review Panel members, but no person may serve on both the panel
and thc board at the same time. The Trustee and Conference appointee are called
Associate Editors, and servc for a period of two years.

In the event that an

Editorial Board member fails to perform his or her duties, replacement procedures
are the same as for the Review Panel.
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